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This thesis is the result of decades of exploration and enjoyment of underground
quarries, mines and tunnels of the South Limburg Mergelland region. I grew up
going to the underground quarries in the forests. This was of course not allowed,
but children do as they do, and they still go to these places and explore them. The
first tension of the darkness and the fear of getting lost, is soon replaced with the
enjoyment of and adventure of being underground. Growing up, this excitement
and action was replaced with the pleasure of being in a place of silence, of restfulness,
of relaxation and the underground darkness became a welcome home where I felt
at rest and at ease. And this feeling is still present. Some people go to a forest or
to a beach or a gym to relax. I go to one of the underground quarries and enjoy the
darkness and quiet and not-cold-not-warm temperatures.
Feeling so at ease underground, I started to become curious of all the things that I
saw. The things that everyone immediately sees are the writings on the walls. The
flat and even walls invite people to write on and that has been done very widely by
everyone, including myself. But what does it all mean? Who are the people behind
the names? What does this drawing show? What do those strange symbols tell me?
And there are more questions. Why are the galleries continuing in that direction
and not in the other direction? And what are these tool marks on the walls and
ceilings? There are fossils, not everywhere, only in some spots, why? The landscape
underground puzzled me; a quarry is twice as big because every gallery looks different
from both directions.
And bats hibernate underground. Their image as creepy animals disappear when you
see the tiny fur-ball the size of a matchbox hanging from the ceiling or gracefully
flying through the galleries, feeling just as home as I do. There is so much to see
and so many variations, it is amazing.
My youthful interests was not limited to stone quarries. The Rijckholt Neolithic
flint mine was still being excavated when I was young and my father was part of the
excavation team so I visited the site several times. And later I joined the excavation
team for a similar excavation in England at the Harrow Hill flint mine in Sussex in
1982, taking part in an underground archaeological excavation.
All of these experiences encouraged me to start putting things on a map. At first a
paper map with stickers, then an index with maps that people gave me. Drawing my
own maps and adapting other people maps gave me a good view of the extent of the
underground systems and the huge variety of subjects and interesting things to see
and experience.
Then I discovered the Geographical Information Systems (GIS). This was what I
always wanted. Putting maps and data in a computer system that allowed me to
combine, analyze and visualize data. After my Bachelor study in technical physics
I started working at RAAP, which at that time was still attached to the University
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of Amsterdam. At RAAP I learned how to use GIS for archaeological data, analyses
and visualizations. In my free time, I started creating a GIS of the quarry maps and
underground data that I had accumulated just for my own fun.
In or around 1997, the Council of Valkenburg wanted to gain more insight into the
many underground quarries within their territory. Questions came up like: ‘Where
are the entrances?’, ‘What areas are at risk of collapses?’, ‘Where are the valuable
places?’, ‘How does touristic use interfere with bat hibernating areas?’ and many
more. This was exactly what RAAP was doing with archaeology and I had the
underground GIS! Putting one and two together, it triggered me to help the council
to create a GIS of the underground quarries. I started my first project putting
research data of the underground into a GIS and make combinations of
underground studies with maps and policy data. This was my first publication
(Orbons 2001) on this matter. Many more studies and publications followed, some
of them now combined into this master thesis.
35 years ago I decided to study physics instead of archaeology. I enjoyed both subjects
but economic reasons made me choose to physics, knowing that archaeology
would always be my hobby. It so happened that I found a way to combine my study
of physics with archaeology, first at RAAP, and now through my own company, at
ArcheoPro. I owe a lot to Roel Brandt, former Director of RAAP, who inspired me to
progress in archaeology and who, just before he died, was very happy to hear that I
took the EVC opportunity to pick up the study of archaeology. And this thesis is my
final work to receive the MA degree archaeology.
This work is the coalescence of the work of many, professional and non-professional,
researchers into the man-made underground of the Mergelland region, especially
the members of the Study group Subterranean Limestone quarries (SOK). So my
thanks go to this group of people. As a group they hold a wealth of research data
and are a good source for other people’s studies. They are referenced everywhere in
this study.
I also would like to thank James Symonds of the University of Amsterdam for his
support. And of course my wife Manuela Orbons for checking my English spelling
and for allowing me to go underground all the time, and to come out covered in
dust and mud.
Joep Orbons
Eijsden, June 2017
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Aims and Goals
This master thesis studies the man-made underground structures in the Mergelland
region in the south of the Netherlands, crossing into neighboring Belgium (see fig. 1).
These man-made
underground
structures, covering
6000 years, have
been studied by
a wide variety of
disciplines. Over
the years published
studies have included
investigations into
the geological,
flora- and faunal
aspects of the structures, as well as their historical origins and use, and significance
for local and family histories and genealogical research (Schaik 1938; Wijngaarden
1967; Knubben 2008). This thesis will not reproduce these extensive fields of research,
but will instead focus on the hitherto neglected (industrial) archaeology of these
underground workings.
The goals of this study are twofold. First, I aim to show that these man-made
underground structures may be for the most part comparatively recent in date,
but should none-the-less be regarded as legitimate archaeological features. Second,
I wish to demonstrate that conventional archaeological research methods, such as
GIS and geophysics, may be applied to investigate and further our understanding of
these underground structures, thereby providing a suite of archaeological techniques
to encourage future studies.
The terminology used in this thesis is explained in Appendix 1

Figure 1
Mergelland area.
Red are man-made
underground structures.
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1.2 Research question: Do man-made underground structures qualify as
archaeological features?
As stated above, one of the major questions that will be addressed within this thesis
is to what extent relatively recently constructed man-made underground structures
may be considered to be archaeological sites? Archaeology is often defined as
the study of the history of mankind by means of the material culture from the era
(Beaudry/Cook/Mrozowski 1991).
The majority of the subterranean structures discussed in this thesis date from the
medieval or post-medieval times. (AD 1100-today) but some date back to Roman
and Neolithic times. This study may therefore be identified as a project that is
concerned with medieval and modern historical archaeology. Historical archaeology
has an advantage over other forms of archaeological inquiry inasmuch as the sites
and periods being studied have both material and textual evidence that may be
considered and or contrasted with one another (Hall/Silliman 2005)
Man-made, or modified subterranean structures are studied as part of an
archaeological investigation and in many cases conserved and managed.
Prominent subterranean sites around the world include:
Prehistoric flint mines in Grimes Graves, England;
Iron Age salt mines in Halstatt, Austria;
Roman shipping tunnels in the Bay of Naples, Italy;
Early medieval catacombs in Rome, Italy;
Medieval mining in every country in Europe;
First World War tunnels in Northern France;
Second World War defensive tunnels in the Channel islands;
Cold war radioactive shelters from the last decades.
The combination of the underground structures themselves, along with the
historical objects that can be found underground, in combination with archival
material and texts that are often to be found written upon the walls of sub-surface
tunnels all perfectly fit the definition of archaeological research.
Historical archaeology may come with the benefits of written sources, however
such written sources are often written by a limited section of the past society,
namely the people who could read and write. At its best these written sources write
about the other classes in society where there is a limited bias of the writer towards
the described subjects (Moreland 2005).
The publication De Re Metalica by Agricula in the 16th century provided written
guidance on how to prospect for mineral mining, and to start and run a mine
(Hoover/Hoover 1950, 30). It is striking to find how modern this description is,
even to the extent whereby the mine owner should take pollution into account
(Hoover/Hoover 1950, 32)
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Archaeological evidence, on the other hand, can explore hard physical material
evidence and offer different insights into the actuality of past societies. The combination
of written sources from historical studies and material sources from archaeological
research offers an added value to the understanding of the subject that is being
studied. Hence an archaeological survey of the construction and scale of man-made
underground structures can give insights into working practices and the class of
workmen whose writings are sometimes preserved in graffiti.
But there are more analogues between regular archaeology and the archaeology
of man-made underground structures. Both above and below ground structures
are under threat from a wide variety of dangers. Regular archaeology – in terms of
buried cultural layers – are often
close to the surface, hence in rural
locations such archaeological
evidence may be damaged or even
erased by ploughing.
Even in areas where archaeology
has been proven to be sufficiently
deep below the surface of fields
ploughing activities over the long
term has been shown to be a
danger to the long term survival
of buried archaeological remains
(Trow 2005).
There are also threats to underground
galleries, for example when surface
mining breaks into and removes
underground structures. In the
area studied (see Chapter 2) parts
of the landscape were quarried
away by opencast mining since the
early 20th century leaving gaping
holes, and removing any evidence
for historic underground structures (see fig. 2).
In some cases historic underground structures have also been targeted by
non-professional hobby groups and treasure hunters. It is of course very important to
encourage public interest in and support for archaeological research and
conservation. In some cases, however, public interest can also become a threat to
archaeology. Many excavations have been ruined by amateur metal-detectorists who
illegally dig into archaeological sites in search of ancient coins or items of military
clothing or equipment from World War II. Damage also occurs to underground structures
and detectorists have scoured underground structures with metal detectors in an effort to
locate metal objects for sale (Warning over metal detector crime 2009).
A third threat to underground structures comes from illegal dumping. The majority

Figure 2
ENCI opencast
quarry for a cement
works where a large
part of the historic
underground galleries
have been quarried
away. The remains of
some of these galleries
can be seen in the
cliff face.
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of responsible citizens pass by underground galleries and probably regard them to
be dark holes, of little interest. Less scrupulous individuals use these underground
sites as a place to dispose of all kinds of waste materials (see fig. 3). It is all too easy
to dump refuse into a shaft and then walk or drive away.
The removal of refuse and cleansing of underground
galleries is, in contrast, a major task. The volunteers of
the Study group Subterranean Limestone quarries have
cleaned several quarries to preserve them for the future.
This is not dissimilar to some archaeological sites that
can be found in wastelands where dumps appear on top
of archaeological layers.

Figure 4 Volunteers clear out non-historical waste from the Keel quarry.

Photograph J. Spee 1983.                                                                                Photograph J. Orbons, 2015.
Figure 5
Two pictures of writing from 1660 on a wall in the Sint Pietersberg. The first was taken prior to mass-tourism, and the
second after 32 years of visitors. It can be seen that scratches have destroyed the writing and the vague writing below
the text is hardy readable in the photograph taken in 2016.
Figure 3
Waste dump in the
Verbiestberg.

The deliberate, or at
best uninformed,
destruction of archeology
is not the only human
threat. Underground
archaeology is also
under pressure from
tourism. The ancient
ruins of many
archaeological sites (Pompeii, Angkor, Machu Pichu) are under threat from the
foot-fall of tourists who make a small impact per visitor individually, but a major
impact in terms of total visitor numbers. In the underground it is very much the
same. Visitors carry fungus and spores in their clothing. Normally in the dark,
these fungus and spore would not survive. In some tourist-underground sites, there
is constant light and the visitors also take lights with them. This offers fungus and
algae the opportunity to grow on the walls, causing damage to surfaces. In addition
to this tourists, who touch the walls of underground galleries with their hands and/or
clothing may also cause erosion or erase fragile historical evidence such as tool
marks or graffiti (see fig. 5). It can also be noted that in areas where tourists are
allowed to roam, the walls darken or gray out and graffiti and scratching
deteriorates the writings on the walls (see fig. 6). This is due to the turbulent air
which would otherwise be still. Dust in the air normally settles but due to the
turbulence this dust is spread and grays the underground landscape. (Haemers et al.
2016)

Figure 6
Vandalism of walls
in Sint Pieterberg,
Maastricht.
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Figure 7
Restored entrance to
the Scheuldergroeve.
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An unexpected threat to both the surface archaeology and the sub-surface
archaeology of underground galleries comes from nature studies and wild life
management and conservation. To ensure a healthy biodiversity, it is essential to
create and maintain a good variety of natural environments and habitats. To create
these, there is a constant struggle for land and space in the heavy populated areas of
Western Europe. So any areas that can be turned into a valuable nature reserve, are
adapted to generate the maximum effect for nature. Very often this entails digging,
and possibly the changing of water tables, which can have a detrimental impact
upon underground structures. Man-made underground structures frequently
suffer in this struggle for space. As the majority of historic underground galleries
are abandoned they form an ideal habitat for bats, martens, foxes and many other
rare species. To maximize the survivability of flora and fauna species, underground
structures are often modified. Ridges and slots are made for bats to hang on and to,
and for martens to climb to otherwise inaccessible areas. This threatens archaeological evidence.

Opencast quarrying removes the artefacts of previous quarrying. Put simply, yesterday’s
remains are quarried away today. Twenty first century opencast quarries are extensive
and leave very little in terms of remains of previous quarrying and mining to be studied.
Underground quarries leave galleries to support the layers above and so in a sense create
a stratified sequence that can be read like a book. Unfortunately, historical conservation
often does not apply to the entrance area into an underground structure. It is usually the
case that an entrance way will have been used over an extended period of time and the
oldest remains are near to the entrances and very often changed or disturbed.

There is a secondary negative effect in turning these historical locations into nature
reserves. Human access to nature reserves is often controlled or restricted. A nature
reserve is best maintained without interference from mankind, for even when they
collapse, nature gains. Man-made underground structures are by definition not
natural structures and need maintenance and control. Just as in the case of
archaeological sites on the surface, it is essential to
have a program of monitoring and maintenance so
that sites of high importance can be safe-guarded for
the future. An inventory of quarry entrances compiled
in 2002-2004 (Orbons 2005) followed by the
restoration of about a hundred entrances needed some
careful juggling between flora-fauna and the historicalarchaeology of the entrances. It resulted in a large
number of well restored entrances where both flora
and fauna and archaeological value had been retained
and kept safe for the public. A good example is the
entrance shown in figure 7. This is now safe and open
to the public and the walls have been constructed to
last many years and to create a habitat were insects can
live and thrive.

It can be concluded from the above discussion and examples that there
should be no doubt that man-made underground structures like mines
and quarries fully qualify as archaeological phenomena and need the
same protection and research framework as regular above ground
archaeological features.

Of course the restriction of public access to underground sites may remove
threats, but may also lead to a lack of public interest, so a balance needs to be
struck, perhaps incorporating opportunities for occasional supervised access to
tunnels, or the installation of surveillance technology.
A final threat to the underground exploitations is time itself. Due to wind, water
and frost erosion at the surface, the elements of quarrying disappear very rapidly in
time when they are not covered over. An underground quarry is a perfect cover and
therefore works to preserve anthropogenic traces until it is disturbed.

Underground quarries can be seen as the photo-negative of the buildings above ground
that were constructed with the blocks taken from underground.
The quarries are in that sense a sort of underground ‘building’; no walls have been
constructed, but it is physical open space that is constructed. This created space also
houses workmen, who carried a lot of tools and personal belongs
underground as part of their work and daily routines.

In the Mergelland region some (parts of ) underground quarries
have been recognized as built monuments since the 1990s. One of
these monuments is the Jezuïetenberg near Maastricht (monument
nr 5067091) where the student Jesuits from all over the world created
between 1880 and 1960 many drawings, sculptures and other
expressions on the walls of an abandoned limestone quarry (see fig.
8). These expressions are the reason to list the quarry as a monumental
‘building’.
Other listed monuments are ‘Roman Catacombs, Valkenburg’ (Monument 367852),
Valkenburg Protestant Church with the underground burial chamber in an
underground limestone quarry (Monument 5072673) and some more. It is remarkable
in my opinion that the quarry and industrial background to the site have been ignored
and that it is only the resulting church and its associated burial place, that is listed. Even
more remarkable is monument 5112164, the Gemeentegrot in Valkenburg. The description of this monument describes the quarry and mining history and the value and
importance but restricts the actual listing to the chapel and a monumental entrance. To
conclude then, not one single quarry is listed as a monument in the Mergelland region

Monument: http://rijksmonumenten.nl/monument/506709/jezuaetenberg/maastricht/
Monument: http://rijksmonumenten.nl/monument/36785/replica-romeinse-catacomben-in-heidegroeve/valkenburg/
3
Monument: http://rijksmonumenten.nl/monument/507267/voormalig-protestants-kerkje/valkenburg/
4
Monument: http://rijksmonumenten.nl/monument/511216/gemeentegroeve/valkenburg/
1

2

Figure 8
Full scale remake
Al Hambra, part of
the listen monument
of the Jezuïetenberg.
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In contrast to this, the Belgian municipality of Riemst presents itself as mergel
community and makes every effort to preserve quarries and to list them as monuments
on the basis of historic mining activities. This process was started in 2017 by the Flemish
Governmental Heritage Agency (Onroerend Erfgoed Vlaanderen). The Rijckholt flint
mine is a listed archaeological monument but not a built monument. More research
into man-made underground sites has been done outside the Mergelland area.
An overview is given in Appendix 2.

1.3 The organization of this thesis
The information contained in this thesis draws upon a large number of my personal
publications and some 40 years of personal experience underground. The material
is my original research and has been re-worked here for the purpose of creating an
academic thesis. The structure of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 1 will examine the physical qualities of these man-made underground
structures and compare them to other archaeological structures. I will argue that
these subterranean features are man-made and share similarities with other
prehistoric, or early historic mines, and as such should be classified as
archaeological features. Scheduling monuments and regulating archaeology in
The Netherlands is organized by The RCE (Rijksdienst Cultureel Erfgoed) and in
Flanders by OE (Onroerend Erfgoed).
Chapter 2 will describe the technical details of these underground structures in technical
along with their location and distribution. Some background on historical, geographical
and technical aspects of mining will also be given by way of a general overview in Chapter
2, ahead of more detailed discussions in later chapters. The information utilized in this
chapter is drawn from a large scale study that I performed in 2005 where I made a survey
about the entrances of Dutch man-made underground structures with a group of 30
volunteers from a local study group who studied underground objects. This extensive
survey resulted in a publication (Orbons 2005) and forms the basis for the information to
represent the region and its underground structures.
Chapter 3 deals with the research question of predictability of the presence of
man-made underground structures in Mergelland. Predictive modeling is a generally
accepted method in archaeology to find areas where archaeological remains can be
traced or to write off certain areas. In chapter 3 these methods are applied to one
community in the Mergelland area and then compared to the present quarries. This
chapter incorporates information from a study that I carried out for the council of
Valkenburg when the council requested an archaeological overview of their area.
(Wijk/Orbons 2009).
Chapter 4 goes into details with the underground structures themselves to find out
how GIS techniques can help surveying and cataloguing underground features. I
present a couple of case studies to show how the combination of archaeological
fieldwork and archaeological analytical techniques help to understand human activities
in the underground. This chapter combines material from a couple of articles that
I have previously published concerning underground workings where the GIS produced
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some interesting details about the underground archaeology. (Orbons 2005;
Orbons 2009; Orbons 2010)
In chapter 5 the connection is made between the underground sites and the formal
archaeological structures in Dutch archaeology. A comparison is made between the
underground structures and the Dutch KNA archaeological methodology. Does the
current KNA fit the studies in the man-made underground? Having gathered a lot of
information concerning man-made underground structures and discussed
archaeological research techniques, the question arises what other research can
be done in the underground? Here I include a research agenda for possible future
projects. It takes a first step towards creating a research agenda for the future
management of the man-made underground structures in Mergelland. This chapter
relies heavily for its approach and methodology on a recent publication by NAMHO
(Newman 2016) where an extensive overview was made of all the historic mines and
quarries in the UK resulting in a national research agenda. I compare this UK
research agenda to underground Mergelland. The elements that were used in a
Dutch context have been incorporated into my framework, which also takes
account of the recently renewed Dutch NOAA 2.0 (Groenewoudt 2016).

Chapter 6 is the summary and conclusion of the previous chapters.
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Chapter 2 Underground in Mergelland
This chapter gives an overview of the man-made underground structures in the
Mergelland area. It is not exhaustive and many aspects can be extended and have
been studied and published over the last couple of decades. References to these
publications are given. This chapter is not a summary of all these publications.
Instead, the chapter aims to provide an understanding of the archaeology of and within
these man-made underground structures. It forms a basis for the archaeological analyses
on (some of ) these underground structures. These analyses are described in the
following chapters.

2.1 Geology, archaeology and history of the Mergelland region
The Mergelland area is named after Mergel, the local name for limestone. The
geology of Mergel is described in Appendix 3. The origins of the word ‘Mergel’ are
unclear and many unsupported origins can be found. According to Wikipedia it
originates from the Roman word ‘Marga’5 but that translation is unclear. The
German Wikipedia refers to ‘mergel’ as a clay-chalk mixed sedimentation soft rock.6
A third link is the French region ‘Marne’ in Northern France where a similar upper
cretaceous limestone can be found7.
In order to fully understand this study, some archaeological and historical facts
about the Mergelland are given in Appendix 4.

2.2 An overview of the man-made underground structures in Mergelland.
Mergelland limestone has three ‘ingredients’ that are of use to humans. First,
flint-nodules from the limestone have been used from Palaeolithic period and into
the 21st century for a variety of uses (see Chapter 2.2.1). Second, certain layers in the
limestone are very suitable for use as building stone and as a glass-fluxing-additive in
tunnelling (see Chapters 2.2.2 to 2.2.6). The third use is the use of the underground
space in itself. By extracting minerals from the limestone an underground open
space is created. Humans have used these underground open spaces for a wide
variety of purposes, ranging from shelters to storage rooms to tourism attractions
and a means of transport (see Chapter 2.3).
This overview of the man-made underground structures is limited to areas of limestone
geology. It can nevertheless be noted in passing that coal mining took place to the
east of the Mergelland and that some old farmers excavated ‘Aagten’ (escape tunnels)
in the clay or loesss. Some small-scale metal mines can be found to the south.
These mines are not included in this study.
The underground of the Mergelland area has been studied from the early 19th
century. An overview of that research, including studies and publications is given in
Appendix 2.

5
6
7

Wikipedia: https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limburgse_mergel
Wikipedia: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mergel
Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marne
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2.2.1 Flint
Flint has been used by mankind in the Mergelland region from Palaeolithic times
up to 2005, when the last flint mine and flint workings closed. The regions where
flint mining took place are shown in figure 9.

Figure 9:
A map of the flint
mining regions.

In Palaeolithic
and Mesolithic
times flint was
gathered from
the surface,
in riverbeds,
glacial deposits
and in outcrops
of flint in valley
sides (Deeben
2011, 11). There are no known underground mining activities from these periods.
Flint was still gathered from the surface in early Neolithic times. There was a special
location in use for flint gathering near Banholt. An extensive layer of limestone eroded
to the west of this village and the flint nodules remained. This so called elluvial flint was
a layer several metres thick. Thick layers of flint would have existed in many locations in
the Mergelland area, but the majority were eroded away in the quaternary when the river
Maas swept from the east to the west and deposited large amounts of gravel. Banholt
remained an island and for this reason the flint deposits survived (see fig. 10). According
to recent archaeological theories, such a high concentration of flint would have been a
magnet for ancient flint gatherers (Wijk/Amkreutz/Velde 2014).
This site at Banholt was discovered in 1933 during gravel extraction and was immediately
recognised as a prehistoric opencast flint mine. The site was left unresearched until the
end of the 20th century when local and professional archaeologist studied the materials
that had been collected from the location. Trial-trenching excavations were carried out
on the site in 2000 to determine the age and working methods of this opencast flint
mine. These investigations concluded that the flint cores and flint axes that had been
collected are early-Neolithic (Linearband ceramics) and not mid-Neolithic
(Michelsberger) in date. The site was not inhabited but had clearly been used as an
industrial location where flint was mined and pre-processed, mostly for flint-blades
to be taken to Neolithic settlements in
the area. (Brounen/
Peeters 2000, 145146).

Figure 10
The opencast flint
mining site at
Banholt.
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At the end of the Linearband ceramic (LBK) period, the deposits of
flint at Banholt were depleted, so a new source of flint was needed.
A new source of flint was found nearby on the slopes of the Maasvalley
near the present day villages of Rijckholt and St Geertruid. Extensive
Neolithic flint mining started at the end of the Linearband ceramic
period and ended in the Michelsberger period. An area of approximately
12 hectares was mined with individual shafts extending down into
the layer of flint best suited for toolmaking (see fig. 11).
The archaeology of these flint mines has been widely studied with
many scientific publications (Grooth 1987; Felder PJ/Rademakers
1998). The story of the excavations have also been published in many
books (Rademakers 1998; Steehouwer 2000). This is a vivid story that
reads like a novel and is a study in its own right. A short overview of
the discovery and the first archaeological excavations at the Rijckholt
flint mines is given in Appendix 5.
The Dutch Geological Society (DGS) started an excavation in 1964
and created a horizontal gallery from the side of the hill inward, at
the level of the prehistoric mining galleries. This gallery is 130 metres
long and cuts through the prehistoric mines. It was therefore possible
to access the prehistoric mines at the level of the mine without having
to empty one shaft after the other. In the 8 years of working the DGS
excavated some 75 mines, many of which were interconnected.
This is more than in all the other flint mine excavations in Poland,
England and Belgium, put together, so it was clearly a very effective
and efficient method of excavating. The excavation of these 75 mines
yielded a lot of data about mining and economic production.
Scientific analyses of the mine and the finds (Felder PJ/Rademakers
1998, 295-298) revealed that the 75 shafts had created 2436 m2 of
mine galleries. The report concluded that this flint mine had produced
between 275 and 325 kg of flint for every square metre of gallery. The
12 hectares of flint mines had probably not been completely mined.
These archaeologists suggest that a total area of around 8 hectares
had probably been mined for flint. The weight of this flint would be
around 2750 kg per m3. This would have resulted in the removal of
between 8000 and 9455 cubic metres of flint.
The researchers decided, on the evidence of extraction that the mines
may have been productive for 500 to 600 years (ibidem, 296-297).
The data from the excavations has been processed by M. de Grooth
as well. On the basis of C14 analyses and redone C14 analyses in the
2000s, she concluded that flint production had lasted longer than
had been previously estimated (Grooth/Lauwerier/Schegget 2011,
253-272). The new calibrated C14 analyses taken from antlers and charcoal found
in-situ produce a production period from 5520 +/- 40 BP to 4470 +/- 35 BP (ibidem,
264).

Figure 11
The map of the
Rijckholt flint mine
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Another way of calculating production is to estimate the number of days that the
miners worked. Some researchers were former coal miners and so had a good
knowledge of the speed and
practicalities of mining. Tests were
undertaken which concluded that
the average time taken to excavate a
shaft and extract the flint would be
about 35 days. It has been calculated
that around 4 shafts per year were
opened, suggesting that there were
140 work days per year in the flint
mines.

Figure 12
A gallery in the
Rijckholt flint mine

Not all the flint that was mined
ended up as tools. At first there
was waste-flint as a result of the
knapping. It has been estimated that 70%-85% of the flint that was mined ended
up as waste material (Felder PJ/Rademakers 1998, 295-298). Tools that were found
underground were also analysed. These flint tools were the flint that been mined
to assist the mining. It was estimated that 30% of the flint produced in the mine
was for internal use within the mine. So on this basis 70% of the flint that had been
extracted could be exchanged. The average weight of a flint axe is 330 grams. Because the mines were probably active for 140 days per year, this would mean that the
miners could produce around 163 to 193 finished tools per working day. This is a
minimum yield. With a mining area of 12 hectares the yield would be a multitude of
this. So the production of 160-190 tools per day is a conservative estimate according
to Felder PJ and Rademakers. The analyses made by De Grooth comes up with a
much less production due to the longer period of production (Grooth 2011, 266).
A calculation of the number of excavated shafts (75) with the surface each takes
within the 8 hectares, indicates that around 2000 shafts can be found in the Rijckholt flint mining area. Dividing this by the 500-600 years for the Felder PJ/Rademakers analyses, this would mean that about 4 flint production shafts were created
each year resulting in the production of about 25,000 flint tools per year. The analyses by De Grooth results in much less produced tools and shafts.
This conservative estimate of the number of tools must have been produced for
trade and not for the use in a local village. And 160 tools per day to make into rough
shapes is more than could be used locally. When flint knapping is timed it can take
a modern professional knapper about 20 minutes to create one tool (Timed by J.
Orbons from professional flint-knapper James Dilley in 2016). In the case of 160
tools per day, this results in 54 man-hours of knapping per day, concluding that a
group of flint-knappers would have been active at the same time. The conclusion is
that with these amounts of tools, shafts and labour, only an industrial organisation
can keep this going for 600 years. This industry could have been organised from a
single village with a population of maybe 50 people, supplying a larger catchment
area of 600,000 or more people
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All of these numbers are taken from Felder PJ/Rademakers 1998). Many points
can be discussed and these are at best estimates and guesses. The analyses by De
Grooth come up with other numbers, both demonstrating that these mines were
extensively used in a process to create flint for a much larger area (see fig. 12).
There are of course more flint mines in the area. Several are opencast, but they have
eroded badly, or have not been studied well, or have not even been recognised at all.
Underground mines often have a better state of preservation. In Valkenburg several
flint extraction sites were recognised as mostly opencast mining in the slopes of the
Geul valley from chalk and flint outcrops, or from residual deposits. This so called
Valkenburg flint can be identified and is found in Palaeolithic and Mesolithic sites
and also up to the late-Neolithic period over a wide area. Some trial trenches were
made to research flint extraction in the Biebosch area in 1990-1991. The mines were
found to be shallow with small trench features underground spaces or rooms to
extract the flint. In 1992 a second location (Plenkerstraat) in Valkenburg was identified
as a flint mine with seven visible shafts and underground horizontal galleries. The
shafts have different diameters (measuring 3-6 metres), unlike Rijckholt where
there was more uniformity in the diameter of the shafts. This could be an indication
of a less standardised way of working in the Plenkert mines in Valkenburg. Also the
flint tools taken from the galleries showed a wider diversity of types and sizes. The C14
analyses of charcoal produced a mid-Neolithic date for the use of these mines as the
moment these mines (2600-3600 cal BC) corresponding with the date of use of the
Rijckholt flint mine
(Brounen/Ploegaert 1992, 211).
After the Neolithic use of flint
for tools, the extraction of flint
stopped almost completely.
There is no evidence of the use
of flint by the Romans for
construction or otherwise,
although it cannot be ruled out
that flint was not used when it
was readily available.
We know of flint being used in
buildings from the 11th century
onwards, mainly in foundations
as was proven in the excavation
of the Motte van Breust
(Vanneste/Ostkamp 2013)
(see fig. 13). There are some
indications that flint was also
used on a very small scale in buildings. This flint was mined in open cast, probably
from an underground chamber, but never on a large scale (Breuls 2014, 4).
There is no evidence of flint being mined specifically for the purposes of building in this
region, however, flint may have been retrieved as a by-product of limestone quarrying.

Figure 13
An 11th century
flint foundation
at Motte Breust.
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The mining of flint for gun-flints is not known in this area, although it is possible
that outcrops were used to gather flint. There are rumours that flint was gathered at
Neolithic spoil heaps to be reworked as flints for flint-arms in historical periods but
there are no publications to substantiate this claim.
Figure 14
19th and 20th century
flint mining.

In the 19th and 20th century flint was extracted in specially created underground
mines on the valley sides west of the Maasvalley (Breuls 2014) (see fig. 14).
This flint was extracted in large
quantities and was used for several
purposes including road
surfacing, dyke construction, and to
line the inside of ceramic mills for
the production of high quality purewhite china ceramics. Because flint is
pure silicium oxide, it does not react
with the clays used for white china
porcelain. It is therefore a good
inside lining for the iron ovens that
would otherwise colour the
china-clay.
These flints were specially cut to
match the shape and size of the
ovens-drums. The mining of the
flint was mechanised with pneumatic
drills and explosives (see fig. 15) but
the knapping of the flint into shapes
that could be used was manual work.
The underground exploitation took
place until the 1960s (ibidem, 4). The
manual knapping of this flint
continued up until 2005 when the last
flint-knapper retired.
(Personal observation J. Orbons)
There has been no discussion whether
these flint mines should be considered
to be archaeological features. This is
indeed strange as many publications
have explored archaeological evidence
from the flint mines.

Figure 15
An underground
flint mine from
the 20th century.

2.2.2. Chalk mines
Limestone has been extensively extracted in Mergelland over the last 2 millennia for
a wide variety of uses.
It is not known if the Neolithic, Bronze Age, or Iron Age people used the local
limestone. If they had been using it, it would have been on a small scale and they
probably only used limestone from surface deposits. Such surface remains are hard
to identify when there is additional means that can be used for dating. It is likely
that the use of lime for agricultural purposes started in the Iron Age. There is an
undocumented theory (Engelen 1989, 29-31) that (part of ) the chalk from the flint
mines was used to fertilize the fields.
The oldest historical reference to the use of chalk in this region comes from Marcus
Terentius Varro (116-26 BC) who writes in his De Re Rustica: Book 1; Agriculture:
‘When I was in command of the army in the interior of Transalpine Gaul near the Rhine, I
visited a number of spots where neither vines nor olives nor fruit trees grew; where they fertilized
the land with a white chalk which they dug’ 8
A second more extensive reference comes from Pliny the Elder who, in his
Naturalis refers to 30 metre deep shafts that were dug to extract white limestone to
be scattered over the fields (Rackham 1971, 29, 31) Most authors who quote Pliny
make a hasty conclusion that he refers to the Mergelland underground limestone
quarries. This is definitely not the case. Pliny writes in a session how to manure the
soil in the region of Britain and Gaul, several types of chalk are used for manuring
the soil. He describes greasy and white chalk, but also rough and light coloured
chalk. The chalk in places is extracted through shafts up to 100 feet deep and
broken up and spread over pastured land. The fat chalk is effective for more than
50 years, some chalk fertilizes the soil for 10 years only. If the spread is too much, it
will smother the soil. When the chalk is applied well on the fields, it greatly enhances
fertility (ibidem, 33). Although the description of the ‘greasy white chalk’ looks very
much like the Gulpener limestone and the ‘rough chalk’ like the Maastricht stone,
Pliny never points to a specific location, and refers in general to Britain and Gaul.
It should therefore be clear that Pliny was referring to chalk mining in general, and
not specifically to the Mergelland area. So from written sources there is no evidence
of underground mining of chalk in the Mergelland area during the Iron Age-Roman
periods (Silvertant 2013).
Pliny does not indicate the exact location of chalk mines but his description is clear.
Chalk is used to enhance the yield of the fields due to the improvement of the soil
structure. The book by Slicher van Bath about agricultural history in North-West
Europe (Slicher van Bath 1962, 138, 196, 226) also mentions the use of chalk in the
Mergelland region to increase crop yields. Slicher van Bath also refers to Pliny’s
description of the use of limestone as a fertiliser in Roman times, but adds that
after the 11th century and again after the 16th century the same happened. He does
not elaborate on the use of chalk in these periods, however.
8

Loeb CLASSICAL library 1934. http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Varro/de_Re_Rustica/1*.html
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The next documentary reference to the use of chalk is from a monk at the abbey of
St Jacques in Liege who reports the discovery in the grounds owned by the monastery
of ‘chalk that was used to enrich the soil’ (Bouckaert sa, 27). Was this a renewed
discovery or was it a new use on new grounds obtained by the monastery? This is
not known.
The Limburg Mergelland area has a number of shafts leading into the chalk where
the use of
these shafts
is unknown.
The location of
three known
shafts is given
in figure 16.

Figure 16
The location of
known chalk mines.
The red are of unknown origin,
the blue are
20th century.

The largest and
best documented
chalk mine is
the Henkeput. The history and details of this location are given in Appendix 3.
A second location with a couple of similar shafts was found in 1891 near Meerssen,
during the construction of the railway from Maastricht to Heerlen. The shafts were
up to 8 metres deep with chambers at the bottom of the shaft in a four-leaf clover
pattern. The researchers concluded that the mines were Roman because the chisel
marks were similar to the marks as seen on Roman villa of Herkenberg nearby
(Verslag van de maandelijkse vergadering 1937, 133-137; Engelen 1989, 30; Groot
de 2005, 28). Unfortunately, the shafts were filled in and only a map and some
reports remain. No finds from or photographs of this location are known.
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Sussex) shafts with chamber-like chalk extractions are called
Dene-holes after the Danes who according to local legend made
these mines. These Dene-holes have the same dating problems as
no datable material has been found in situ. The English chalk mines
were first mentioned in AD 1570 and some were still in operation at
the beginning of the 20th century (Bradshaw et al. 1991, 39).
These shafts are also found on the borders of fields in distinct association with agricultural systems, usually solitarily but sometimes in
small groups. They reputedly have pre-Roman origins. An additional
reason for mining the chalk may be that chalk from unweathered
layers is apparently of better quality as the chalk was used to fertilize
the fields (Deneholes sa; Bradshaw et al. 1991, 39-51) (see fig. 17).
There are several 20th century chalk mines in the Mergelland area.
Most are open cast and are out of the scope of this study. Some are
underground chalk mines, however, these are mostly mines where an
existing limestone quarry has been extended to form a chalk mines.
A large number of quarries were extended by digging additional galleries.
Many had their floors lowered by cutting out loose chalk.
An example of both can be found in Groeve de Keel (see fig. 18 and 19). This quarry/
mine has been extensively studied by Luck Walschot (Walschot 2010). The quarry
was for building stone (see Chapter 2.2.3) and was extended as a chalk mine from
around 1930 to early 1960.
In the 19th and 20th century the chalk was used in cement works. Most of these cement
works used opencast mining to extract the chalk. The only exception is the first cement
works in Vijlen. In the first cement works from late 19th-early 20th century, tunnels were
used to mine for the chalk (Hoogerwerf/Orbons 2005).

A third location can be found in Maastricht in the Marjoleinstraat. This site was
discovered in 1949 when a housing estate was being built. While digging the
foundations, a human skeleton and Roman glass and two brass buckles were
found, covered in clay. A shaft and a room were found, underneath the skeleton.
These had been roughly cut into the local limestone with chisel. No flint was
present in the limestone and according to the researchers the stone seemed
unsuitable for building. The shape of the room was clover leaf like and a primitive
sculpture was found on the wall. The sculpture was analyzed but could not be
dated. The site was subsequently covered and was never fully researched (Engelen
1989, 30; Breuls 1990, 24-29).
It can be concluded that the origins of these chalk mines predates modern chalk mining.
But a date for this chalk mining is unclear. The debris cones at the bottom of the shafts
contain all kind of materials from Neolithic times to modern, although modern
materials could have been washed in from the surface. No recent excavations have been
undertaken, so these finds are of little use when it comes to dating these chalk mine.
There are similar chalk mines outside the Mergelland. In Southern England (Kent,

Figure 18
Groeve de Keel: A gallery floor deepened for chalk.
The top part of the gallery is a quarry for building stone
and the lower part is mined for loose chalk.

Figure 19
Groeve de Keel: Gallery mines for chalk by
exploding extraction.

Figure 17 The shaft
of a Chalk mine near
Canterbury, Kent.
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2.2.3 Limestone quarries
Roman period
In Roman times the limestone was used for building purposes. Limestone blocks
were found in an excavation of the villa in Voerendaal, (Willems/Kooistra 1987,
144; Zoetbrood 2005). It is not clear where these limestone blocks had been quarried.
Was it opencast quarrying or was it quarrying in underground galleries with the
pillar and stall method? An attempt was made to identify the quarries or the layers
from where the Roman building stone originated. This was done using the
Meso-fossils statistics (Felder PJ 1981, 69-75).

Figure 20
A map of limestone
quarries. Green shows
underground quarries.
Red shows unsuspected
Roman quarries.
Blue shows confirmed
Roman buildings with
local limestone.

Figure 21
Roman Kunrade
building stone in the
Thermen Heerlen.

With this statistical method, limestone layers and locations are sampled. These
samples are statistically fingerprinted for Meso-fossils to identify the location and
stratigraphy. The same is done with building stone from excavations and monuments.
Comparing the
Meso-fossils
statistics of
building stone with
the Meso-fossils
statistics from
the locations and
layers, it should be
possible to identify
the quarry and/or
the layer. On a
general level this statistical method can be used and is reliable, but due to the high
variation of the Meso-fossils statistics in certain layers and locations, this method
is not generally used to identify a location or a layer (Felder PJ 1981, 74-75). The
building stone from the Roman villa in Voerendaal (see fig. 20) was identified as
originating from the Kunderberg, close to the villa.
The Romans used local limestone in many of their buildings. One of the best
studied is the Roman bath complex in Heerlen. In 1988 the Meso-fossils method
was used to identify the sources of the limestone blocks (Kunrader blocks, see fig.
21) of the early stages of the baths (AD 122-270). Later stages of the Roman baths
could not be used due to the larger
amount of spolia that had been
used (Eggen 1988, 203-204; Felder
PJ 1988). These limestone blocks
were proven to originate from the
Putberg, close to Heerlen (see fig.
20). This area has seen some 19th and
20th century open cast quarrying with
underground chambres. No Roman
quarries have been identified in this
area, probably due to erosion and/
or later quarrying.
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Further examples of the Roman use of local limestone can be found in two water
wells excavated in a Roman villa in 2009 in Kessel (B) close to Maastricht and at
the Derlon location in Maastricht (Silvertant 2015, 123). Other Roman use of local
limestone is limited to foundations and cellar vaults. No Meso-fossil analysis was
done on these building stones.
The Romans were clearly able to make underground quarries, many examples can
be found, even close to the Mergelland. Some 150 kilometres south of Mergelland
several Roman quarries in much harder tufa stone are present (Schaaff 2000, 17).
These Roman quarries in the Laacher See area in the Eifel were quarried in the first
century AD and the building stone from the quarries was transported on the River
Rhine to be used in buildings in the growing Roman cities and castella.
These quarries were run by the Roman military as the Rhine formed the border of
the Roman Empire. The stone was also used to make elaborately decorated sarcophaguses
that were found in excavations in the region.
Several underground quarries in the Mergelland area claim Roman origins
(Gemeentegrot Valkenburg), but there is no evidence whatsoever for this claim.
No dateable artefacts have been found. The tool marks show no resemblance to the
Roman tools from the Eifel quarries or anywhere, and the Meso-fossils from the
quarries that claim to be Roman have no statistical match with any of the limestone
blocks found in Roman buildings. Although the absence of evidence does not mean
that there never were any underground Roman limestone quarries in the Mergelland
area, it is highly unlikely there ever were underground workings. The amount of
limestone needed for the foundations of the villas would have been small, not
economically useful to start an underground quarry. The presence of valley-sides
with limestone clearly available in abundance, would not justify underground workings
either. It would be very difficult to identify these former Roman works, as these
locations would probably have been quarried away in later centuries. This presumption
has never been studied and statistically founded and could be a good study for the
future. Silvertant (Silvertant 2015, 117-139) elaborates on several options concerning
the Roman origins of quarrying in his extensive study.

Early medieval period
The use of local limestone in the early medieval period is totally unclear. The Roman
quarries in the Eiffel fell into disuse apart from the occasional sarcophagus and
the building activities were also reduced in the Mergelland area. It could be that the
Roman materials were reused (spolia). In this case there may have been no need for
additional underground workings.
From the 11th century onwards, major stone building activities re-commenced in
the Mergelland region. Castles were built with limestone foundations in Breust
(Vanneste/Ostkamp 2013) and in Valkenburg. At the Valkenburg Castle site a quarry
was found during an archaeological excavation in 2011 and in 2012 (Peters 2013, 25-26).
This quarry consisted of rooms with walls covered in tool marks, clearly used to
extract limestone blocks. The quarry was most likely an opencast quarry that was
6 metres deep but could have been underground. The tool marks pointed to large
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blocks being quarried. The tool marks are round as can be seen in figure 22. These tool
marks are created by a pick-ax type of chisel. These tools point to early quarrying, back
to medieval extractions. (Silvertant 2015, 85). The tool marks were in mint condition,
indicating that the opencast quarry was quickly covered after the quarrying. In the infill
of these quarry-rooms, pits were dug in the second half of the 11th century-early 12th
century. The quarry must pre-date this and probably originated from around AD 1200.
This matches the construction of the first tower of the Castle Valkenburg around 1200,
so that tower was probably made from blocks quarried in this location. That old tower
still exists and the block in this old tower carry round tool marks, matching the tool
marks found in the
quarry.
This location of
early quarrying
remains was
indicated as a high
value archaeological location
that should be
preserved in-situ
or ex-situ. The
foundation of the
new construction
on this site was
adapted to
preserve these
quarry remains
in-situ under the
new building.
Figure 22
Valkenburg castle
excavations showing
the quarry wall with
tool marks.

High medieval period
The high medieval period was a time of fast development of techniques and also a
high rate of knowledge exchange within Europe. It has been impossible to determine
where quarrying techniques started, it probably organically grew very quickly in
several locations in Europe (Westreenen 1988, 13; Silvertant 2015, 147). This resulted
in quickly opening up several quarries in the Mergelland area and transporting the
stone, preferably on the large river Maas. Local descriptions are not clear. They
speak of ‘Berg’ (Hill) or ‘Kuil’ (hole) in the late 13th century (Westreenen 1988,
15-19). These terms were used as a synonym for a quarry in later sources but it is not
known whether these old references also refer to a quarry. Buildings from the 12th
and 13th century prove the local limestone was used in construction (Berends/Janse/
Slinger 1982, 55).
The 14th century saw a surge of building activities and the quarries were in full operation.
This is shown in many documents from the period where quarrymen sold blocks,
toll-books from the Maas report stone being transported and court-reports refer to
conflicts concerning ownership of quarries (Westreenen 1988, 21). It is clear that

quarrying had grown to become a full industry in a very short period of time. Most
of these quarries can be found in the valley sides of the Maasvalley with easy access
to the river for transport.
The use of saws to cut stone creates a smooth surface that is inviting to write on. This
has been done in an extensive way. Many quarrymen and visitors left their marks, a small
number with a date beside it. The oldest inscription
with a date is the inscription as seen in figure 23. It
reads: ‘Lambier de podeur fut ici la MCCCCLXVIII le
XIX daoust’ (Lambier the pondeur was here in 1468
at the 19th of August). The study by Henk Blaauw
(Blaauw 2007) proved with the use of C14 dating that it
is genuine 15th century writing and this makes it likely
that Lambier was visiting the quarry to search for new
building stone after a large fire in the nearby city of
Liège (ibidem, 6-7).

Figure 23
Lambier le pondeur.

Post medieval period
The 16th century quarryman Pieter Stass had 80 quarrymen working in his quarry in
Sint Pietersberg. At the end of the 16th century quarrying would have been extensive,
From the 16th century onward the use of brick and hard Ardennes stone grew and
Mergelland limestone fell out of fashion for large buildings like city defenses, monasteries and churches, but it became the preferred building stone for local houses
and therefore the quarries kept producing large amounts of the stone. (Dreesen/
Dusart/Doperè 2003, 135-141)
The method of extraction is locally called ‘blokbreken’
(breaking blocks). This method has been extensively
studied (Bochman/Hilligers 1984; Breuls 1985, 28-39;
Caris 1996; Silvertant 2015, 91-99). The oldest technique
used is the Bigkel method. A bigkel is a short pick-ax
that creates circular tool marks (see fig. 24). Blocks
were squared in the workface and then extracted.
Figure 24
Bigkel.

This technique was followed by
the Sibbermethod. This method
used straight chisels and saws to
extract blocks with a full height
across the full workface (see fig.
25).

Figure 25
A workface with
handtools.
Quarryman Rouwet
shows the method.
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Each method has its own tools and extraction techniques. These tools and techniques
leave recognizable tool marks on the walls. It is therefore possible to identify the age
of a gallery by its associated tools marks (Silvertant 2015, 100-107).

Figure 26
Quarryman
H.Kleijnen showing
how the straight
chisel and saw had
to be used with the
Sibber method.

When the stone was of a lesser quality, a third method
was used, the Cannermethod. The tools used were the
same as in the Sibber method but the extracted blocks
were much smaller in size and were taken out using a
sort of step system. (see fig. 27)
The quarried stone was sold for building purposes.
Several records survived about the use of limestone in building activities. One such document is
from 1779 and gives an account of steward
Smeysters from the Castle of Amstenrade.
The story behind the quarrying, transport,
sale and the traces it leaves in documents and
underground is given in Appendix 4.
Quarrying continued on a large scale until WWII.
After that time, concrete and brick took over, but
the local limestone was never forgotten. Two
quarry companies are actively quarrying limestone
underground for building stone to this day. They
add, on average, 200 metres of new galleries every
year to the already impressive length of galleries.
All this quarrying resulted in a large number of
quarries. These have been recorded by several
researchers. An overview of all the quarries and
the inventories made is given in Appendix 5.
Figure 27
Quarrying in
Cannerberg system
in steps.

2.2.4 Horizontal water wells
Most water wells are dug vertically to reach the water table for water to be hoisted or
pumped up. In an area with hills, there is a second option of extracting water from
the water table. The natural water table follows the contour of the surface (see fig.
28). It is therefore not always on the same absolute depth. By digging a horizontal
tunnel from the foot of a hill, gently sloping upwards into the side of a hill, there is
a good chance of reaching the water table that also rises inside the hill, following
the contour of the surface. This gently upwards sloping tunnel then taps into the
water table and the water flows unaided through the tunnel to the entrance. These
sort of horizontal water wells are totally absent in the largest part of the Netherlands where there are no hills or mountains. The hills in Mergelland nevertheless
offer such an opportunity. These horizontal water well can generally be seen as a
gallery dug into a hillside. This gallery does not need to be straight; it follows the
easiest way into the hill. The tunnel is made more or less gradually sloping upwards
although in initial construction, no attention is paid to the slope and the flow of
water. The floor is modified to a gentle slope outward only after the water table is
reached and the water begins to flow.
Most of the time a small channel is dug
on one side of the tunnel floor to guide
the water to the entrance. Another typical
property of this sort of horizontal water
wells are the bifurcations at the deepest point. Since water tables change, a
horizontal well can dry up quickly. Often
a new gallery is then constructed from
somewhere inside the primary tunnel to
try and find another water tap.
A couple of these horizontal water wells have been found in the Mergelland (see fig.
29). Only one has been studied, the horizontal water well at Heytgracht (Silvertant
1989). This tunnel was constructed in 1904 and extended in 1934 to increase the
flow of water. It kept functioning until 1988 when it closed because of water pollution.
Several more wells are suspected but have not been researched.

Figure 28
A horizontal
water well.

Figure 29
A map of the known
horizontal water wells
in Mergelland.

Appendix 6 gives a list of features relating to the underground quarries. These
archaeological phenomena can be studied and given a lot of data about the people
who used the underground sites.
In other European countries, these horizontal water wells are readily available.
Figure 30 shows a photograph inside a horizontal water well. This well is dug inside
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Montserrat near Barcelona, Spain. The lower half of the tunnel
wall is covered in deposited chalk as a result of the water
flowing through this tunnel. The tunnel was dry at the time
of my visit.
Waterwells are a well-studied subject in archaeology but
most of these are vertical water wells, the most common
type. These horizontal water wells are very often not studied.
A visit to the above mentioned horizontal water well in
Montserrat, Spain (see fig. 30) with a local professional
archaeologist (M. Tennas i Busquets) in 1995 during an
archaeological survey trip proved that these horizontal
wells weren’t recognized as archaeological structures by the
archaeologists. The purpose of the visit to this horizontal
tunnel was not the tunnel itself but the Bronze Age pit next to
the entrance. After checking the Bronze Age pit, the tunnel
was visited as a curiosity. Because I recognized the tunnel as
horizontal water well, the archaeologists became interested,
but before my visit they did not recognize this tunnel as an
archaeological feature.
Figure 30
A horizontal
waterwell in Spain,
inside Montserrat,
close to Barcelona.

2.2.5 Tunnels
Not many tunnels have been made in The Netherlands, without counting modern
cut-and-cover tunnels. Only a few tunnels were dug or bored underground, including
some modern metro tunnels in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, and occasional modern
railway tunnels, but in the Mergelland area, quite a number of purposely constructed
underground tunnels can be found. Figure 31 shows all the known tunnels in the
region. There is one road tunnel, one railway tunnel, a couple of short transport
tunnels and a couple of tunnels relating to canal construction. A description of
these tunnels is given in Appendix 7.

underground quarries. During the war there was a fear of poisonous gasses as an
act of war so only extensive shelters with air-treatment would suffice. This fear for
poisonous gasses was reduced during the last months of the war in 1944 so the
need for regular shelters became very apparent. The creation of local, low-cost air
raid shelters became a possibility. Recently, several local studies were produced, making use
of the last possibility of oral history of the people who knew these specially constructed
underground shelters. Nine specially constructed underground shelters have been
identified and are made visible on the map of figure 32. The area of regular limestone
quarries has also been marked on this map in green and it is very clear that the air
raid shelters were
constructed in areas
where there are no or
only a few limestone
quarries.
Some of these Second
World War shelters
have been studied and
published (Wishaupt
2008). Their history
can be summarized by a local initiative for an air raid shelter. Since many villagers
worked in the coalmines of Heerlen and Kerkrade, the mines were helpful to lend
out some pneumatic hammers and mine supports like stempels for the coalmine
workers in the village to build their own air raid shelter. These shelters were usually
constructed in just a couple of days. The general shape was a U-shape where the
two tops of the U were the entrances. The tunnel was then finished by other people
from the village. Wooden benched were erected in the deepest gallery, the bottom
part of the U-shape. This way shrapnel from outside could not reach the part of
the shelter where the people were. These shelters had simple wooden supports
and a simple wooden door (see fig. 33). These shelters were not continuously in use,
people would only flee towards the shelter and hide inside when there was fear of
an attack.

Figure 32
Identified Second
World War shelter
dug out in limestone.
Quarries in green,
shelters in red.

Most shelters have been used for
a couple of days when the area
was liberated but there was never
a long stay in the underground.

Figure 31
A map of the tunnels.

2.2.6 Second World War shelters
During the Second World War (1940-1945), many underground quarries and other
structures were converted into shelters. These quarries are mainly situated in the
western part of the Mergelland area so there was an abundance of possible underground
locations to convert into shelters. But the area east of Valkenburg lacked these

After the war, these shelters were
abandoned. In some shelters the
wooden supports were kept, but
in most shelters these supports
and other wooden structures
like the benches were taken out
and reused. Most of the shelters
collapsed in the decades after
the war. Some shelters were

Figure 33
The Second World
War shelter in Eys,
the area where the
people were seated on
wooden benches, the
remains of the wood
are on the floor.
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deliberately blocked to prevent children from playing in them. At this moment in
time only two of the shelters can still be visited although not by the public as they
are too unstable.

2.3 Secondary use
The primary use of a quarry is as a source for building stone, but after the quarrymen
left, a large open space is left and this is used by local people for a multitude of
functions. This is one of the most interesting phenomenon of the Mergelland
underground structures. The large and empty open space that was transformed into
a usable space. It is very often that this secondary use produces the best artifacts
and information concerning the people of a certain period of time. The timespan of
the secondary use is far longer than the timespan of the quarrying primary use.
A shortlist of secondary uses of the quarries:
Burials
Church
A place to grow mushrooms, cardoon and chicory
Habitation
Illegal alcohol distilleries
Nature reserve
Shelters
Storage of field products
Touristic tours
War industries
All of these activities left their marks underground and can be studied archaeologically
and in combination with historical sources. As an example, mushroom farms can
be studied. This has been done in several publications with a good overview in
SOK-Mededelingen 15 (Walschot 1990, 30-35). Mushrooms have been grown in
underground galleries from 1889 onwards, reaching its peak in 1960 and declining
ever since. The mushroom growers needed a lot of open space to put mushroom
beds in (see fig. 34), so they changed the landscape, creating surfaces whereas the
quarrymen stacked the waste materials to the sides. The whole process of mushroom growing has many steps: from obtaining the horse manure, processing the
manure, placing the manure in carefully packed beds, injecting the mycelium of
the mushrooms, keeping
the areas in an appropriate
climatic condition by watering and opening doors
and ducts in walls. After the
picking of the mushrooms
the area is cleaned and
disinfected to prepare for a
new season of
mushrooms.
Figure 34
Remains from
mushroombeds from
the 1950s

Figure 35
Tourism in
Wilhelminagroeve,
Valkenburg.

Tourism is an important secondary use. The galleries of Sint Pietersberg have been
visited by travelers to Maastricht from late medieval times onwards. Tourism grew
with the growing mobility of people at the end of the 19th century. Many quarries
were adapted for visitors including one quarry that was converted in 1910 into a
carbon copy of the Roman catacombs. This came with the vision ‘If Rome is too
far for you, we will take Rome to you’. The visitors nowadays can visit a couple of
dozen underground quarries. Some have no relation to the quarry activities (Model
Coalmine, Aquarium, pieces of religious art, etc.), but some tell the story of the
underground quarrying in a wide variety of qualities (see fig. 35).
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Chapter 3 Predictive model of underground limestone structures.
3.1 Introduction
Members of the public sometimes think that archaeological remains appear
randomly or are found entirely by chance. But for archaeologists who study a
specific region, the discovery of new archaeological features seldom comes as
a complete surprise.
Archaeologists have tried to predict the presence of archaeological structures,
from the very earliest days of the profession (Leusen et al. 2005, 26-27). In the past
archaeological predictions have relied on a knowledge of the landscape and records
of previous finds in a study area. With the introduction of Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) and statistics in archaeology, it has become possible to reliably predict
the presence of archaeology with greater success.
GIS models in archaeology use the soil type, elevations and geomorphology to
predict the possible location sites by comparing the known archaeology to these
parameters. Where there is a solid statistical correlation, the causality is studied.
If the causality between the geographical parameters and the archaeology is
determined, then that set of geographical parameters is used to produce an analysis
of the study area (Verhagen 2009, 71-72).
The theory behind predictive modelling has several different possible views.
The inclusive method uses rules derived from observations and not from theory.
It is estimated that this method is 70% accurate (Leusen et al. 2005, 29). The deductive
method is more accurate. In this case a predictive model of human behaviour is
incorporated and a more logical theory is found behind the correlations.
In most cased archaeologists choose to use a hybrid predictive model, such as
the Ede-predictive model, which combines inductive and deductive methods. The
Ede-model is shown in figure 36. Starting from the bottom, it uses attributes like
soil type and gradient to work towards an objective and a prediction.
The Mergelland predictive model is a similar predictive model to predict the presence
of underground limestone quarries.
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The first step towards an archaeological map is to gather all known information
from the study area. In this case I started building and filling my GIS database
in 1997 and completed this in 2002-2004 with the council funded study of all the
quarries in the Mergelland area (Orbons 2005). For this reason, all the information
regarding the underground quarries was at my disposal. During the 2009 study,
the data gathered until 2005 was sufficient. My updated 2017 model incorporates
corrections and information that has been added between 2005 and 2017.
The second step towards the creation of an archaeological map of the man-made
underground quarries is to produce a predictive map. This predictive map is based
on a model to calculate the potential presence of the man-made underground
structures. Such a model to predict the presence of underground quarries had
never been made in this area, so part of the study in 2009 was to create and test a
predictive model. It was determined that this predictive map had to be split into two
separate predictive maps, each with a different set of parameters. These two maps
could then be combined into a single map.

Figure 36
The Ede-predictive
model and its
hierarchical structure
of objectives.

Philip Verhagen (Verhagen 2009, 74-75) has examined predictive modelling over
large areas using a multitude of parameters. He uses statistical methods to test the
performance and validation of his models in relation to archaeological data. Since
the Mergelland area is much smaller than Verhagen’s study area and the limestone
quarries are a limited archaeological object to be modelled, I have not used statistical
methods.
In 2009 the council of Valkenburg in The Mergelland wanted to produce an
archaeological resource map of their area. A study to produce such an archaeological
map consists of a good description of the known archaeology, resulting in a
predictive map for the archaeology. This predictive map is then converted into a
policy map that gives guidelines as to what type of archaeological work needs to be
done in case of a development. Since Valkenburg presents itself as a Mergelcity, the
council decided that the underground limestone quarries should be treated as
archaeological objects and be included in the archaeological map and the policy
map. The study was divided into a study of the regular archaeology and a study of
the archaeology of the underground structures. The study of the regular
archaeology was carried out by Ivo van Wijk of Archol, Leiden. I was contracted to
carry out the study of the underground archaeology and to produce a map of the
underground remains. It resulted in a combined study incorporating both of our
work (Wijk/Orbons 2009).
This chapter is an extended and slightly modified chapter of my 2009 study.
The model used, is the same but better processed with the LIDAR DEM data
because of improved computer processing possibilities since 2009.
The archaeological map of the underground structures was only made for
underground limestone quarries. The other man-made underground structures
as described in Chapter 2 are not included in the study. This is due to the high
amounts of man-made underground limestone quarries that allow statistics and
the low number of other entrances/structures that are too diverse for a predictive
model.

It is essential to cut the predictive analyses in two. An underground structure
consists of two basic ingredients: the entrance, and the underground galleries.
Both needed a separate predictive model. The prediction model for the entrances is
explained in chapter 3.2. The prediction model for the underground galleries plus
the entrances is given in chapter 3.3.
The prediction model was then converted into a policy map. This rationale behind
this process is explained in chapter 3.4.

3.2 Predictive model for quarry entrances.
The predictive model to determine the possible presence of an entrance to an
underground limestone quarry relies on four parameters: geology, elevation, slope
and historical settlements. Elevation and slope are related but need to be assessed
separately. These four parameters are checked with the presence of known entrances to
test the predictive model. In the next four chapters the separate parameters are
discussed. To predict an entrance, all four parameters need to be taken into
account. Sometimes one or two are less important, but neither can be left out.

3.2.1 Geology
In figure 37 the surface geological map of Mergelland is given for the area of the
community of Valkenburg. This surface geological map has been created by the Dutch
Geological Survey (Geologische kaart van Zuid Limburg) and depicts the geological
minerals directly under the surface layer of soil.
The geological unit MT-1 is the Upper chalk, Kunrade facies that is mainly used for
shelters and as opencast quarrying. That geological unit is also digitised and marked
in the map of figure 37 as a light blue zone. This geological mineral outcrops in the
eastern part of the Mergelland region.
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The geological unit MT-2 is the Upper chalk-Maastricht facies. This is the best
limestone for building stone (see Appendix 3). To create the predictive model, every
presence of the MT-1 geology was digitised and made visible as a dark-blue zone in
the map. The presence of this geological mineral outcrop can be found in the western
part of the Mergelland area.
The Upper chalk-Gulpen unit is identified as GU and is digitised as blue-green in the
map. This is the geological unit for prehistoric flint mines, not for the medieval stone
quarries. This geological layer outcrops in the valleys to the south of the Mergelland
area.
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Geological unit Number of entrances

Percentage

MT-1

28

8.75%

MT-2

198

61.88%

GU

2

0.63%

Other

92

28.75%

Table 1 Geological
component of the
predictive model.

3.2.2 Elevation and slope
The elevation model is taken from the Dutch Lidar measurements AHN-1. This
elevation model gives one elevation point in every 5x5 metres. For a predictive
model on the scale of a whole council-area, this is sufficient. The data is resampled
to a 2.5 by 2.5 metre grid and visualised in equal ranges. The digital elevation model
(DEM) of the area of Valkenburg is given in Figure 38. In this map all the known
entrances are marked as purple points.

Figure 37
Geological map of
Valkenburg with
surfacing limestone
highlighted.

In the same map of Figure 37 the entrances to the known quarries are made visible
as purple points. There is a clearly visible correlation between the presence of the
entrances and the MT-2 geological Unit. This is logical since the MT-2 geological
unit is the limestone that was best suitable for building stone and was therefore
quarried.
There are 320 entrances in this model. These are all the identified entrances in the
study area. In Table 1 the percentage is given for each entrance and the geological unit.
The entrances are mostly present at the outcrops of the MT-2 geological layer thus
creating easy access for building stone and for quarrying. The map also shows that
a significant number of entrances are not in the MT-1 and GU geological outcrop.
A large part of the entrances (>25%) cannot be determined by the geology at the
location of the entrance. The geology is therefore not the only parameter that
determines the presence of entrances although it is a primary parameter for the
prediction for the presence of entrances to underground quarries.

Figure 38 Digital
elevation model
Valkenburg a/d Geul
(AHN1).

From this elevation model it can be seen that many entrances are found on the valley
sides. Normally the elevation model does not give the best detailed information. So
some additional calculations were made.
From the elevation the slope-map is calculated with a slope calculation (MapInfo Raster
Slope analyses). The map of the slope is given in Figure 40 where the horizontal
areas are presented as yellow with an increasing slope in brown. The cut-off point
is a 15 degree slope to identify areas of steep slope. All the entrances are marked as
purple points. The cut-off point of 15 degree is decided by the number of entrances in
the categories of slope. The histogram of the categories of the slope of the entrances
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is given in figure 39. The orange line
in the graph crosses the 25% mark at
about 15 degree slope as indicated by
the green lines, so 75% of the entrances can be found at an area where the
slope is 15 degrees or more.

Figure 39
Histogram of slope
at the entrances.

modern disturbed areas. In this map, the entrances are also visible as points in the
colours of the slope class.

From these two maps, a landscape
elevation map was made. All the slopes
of more than 15 percent are marked
as ‘slope’ and are visible in the map
in Figure 41 as an orange colour. The
entrances to the quarries in this zone
are the little red squares. The areas
with a slope of less than 15 degrees that are on the top of the terrace (more the 100
NAP) are shown in green with the entrances as green squares. The areas with a low
slope that are at the low side of the slopes (less than 80 NAP) are marked in blue,
the valley. The entrances in the valley are marked as blue squares. The grey areas

Figure 41
Landscape
elevation map of the
valley-slope-terrace
classes and the
entrances.

To predict the presence of an entrance to man-made quarries, the elevation model
as a combination between elevation and slope is a second solid prediction parameter
for the presence of entrances to man-made underground limestone quarries.
There is a logic behind this predictability. On the slopes, the limestone outcrops
are easily accessible. In combination with a horizontal entrance into the hill side it
makes for a very easy way to start an underground quarry.
A number of entrances that are not in the slopes can be found on top of the plateau.
The limestone is covered with a layer of gravel and loess so access must be through a shaft.
A tiny second series of entrances are in the valley. Most of the limestone geology has been
eroded in the valley and the useable limestone was in a higher strata. The chance of
finding entrances is very low in this valley and the limestone is of poor quality.
There are areas that look suitable for an entrance, but no entrance has so far been found.

Figure 40
Map of the slope of
Valkenburg (AHN1).

are a motorway and some 20th century opencast quarries. The two black squares are
entrances to transport tunnels from the opencast quarry to the valley and have no
relation to the limestone quarries.
The map was generalised with areas combined and spikes in the map deleted (see
fig. 41). The map therefore presents the study area in four divisions. In green the
high grounds on the terraces, in orange the slopes, in blue the valley and in grey the

Elevation and slop Number of entrances Percentage
Valley

4

Slope

306

1.25%
95.63%

Plateau

8

2.50%

Disturbed

2

0.63%

Table 2
Landscape
component of the
predictive model.
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3.2.3 Historical settlements
The third parameter to predict the presence of entrances is related to the location
of historical settlements. The location of historical settlements can be divided up
into two different zones for the settlements. The study by Hartmann shows that
settlements started in the valleys in early Neolithic times (Hartmann 1986, 12, 63,
73-74, 94). This created the first zone for settlements in the valley. The second zone
for settlements is found on top of the plateau. These settlements were colonised in
several stages from the settlements in the first zone, the valleys. The first colonisation
took place in Neolithic times, the second in Iron Age-Roman times. The third and
final colonisation of the plateau took place in medieval times (see Appendix 4).
As the man-made underground quarries are of medieval origin, the earliest quarries
were started from the settlements in the valleys where the outcropping MT-2
limestone was easily reachable at the slopes of the valley sides. The map in Figure
42 shows the settlements in the valleys as red areas and the entrances in the slopes
as purple squares. It is clear to see that there are only a few entrances in the valley
settlements but all the slopes near the valley settlements are covered with entrances.
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In the map shown in Figure 42 the colonised settlements on top of the plateau are
marked as red dots and the entrances are marked as purple squares. If we draw a
circle with a diameter of 100 metres around the settlements, all entrances on top of
the plateau relate to the presence of a settlement or an extended farmstead.
Some shafts on the plateau do not relate to medieval settlements. All of these shafts
are modern shafts made for ventilation purposes in the late-20th century either for
the underground mushroom farms or to give access to tourists. These shafts have
no relation to the historical period of quarrying.
The Bonne-topographical map from 1924 was used as a base map for this study.
I selected this map as it is the closest possible topographically correct map of the
studied area that
Entrance
Number Percentage
still shows more or
less the late mediIn a village
52
16.25%
eval / early modern
Near a farmyard
59
18.44%
time landscape.
Not in or near a village or farmyard
209
65.31%

Table 3
Historical
component of the
predictive model.

3.2.4 Predictive map of quarry entrances
The above three mentioned parameters were used to generate a predictive map for
entrances to the quarries. I used the following algorithm:
- All areas with an MT-2 outcrops and a slope larger than 15 degrees can 		
contain an entrance to man-made underground structures.
- On the plateau over 100 NAP, an area up to 100 metres around known 		
settlements of extended farmyards can contain entrances to man-made 		
underground structures.
This algorithm results in a selection of the known quarry entrances where Table 4
gives the results of the selection

Figure 42
Topographical map of
1924 with entrances
and settlements.

The colonisation of the plateau during the medieval times forced the new settlements
on the plateau to make deeper shafts. These shafts were used as water wells and as
an access to the limestone for building blocks. The primary reason for making these
deeper shafts, has not been established, but it was most likely to combine the use of
a water well and stone quarry as a convenient starting point for work (see Chapter
2.2.3). In this research area most of these shaft-quarries are found in the villages Berg
and Vilt. To the west of the Mergelland region, the villages Zichen, Zussen, Bolder,
Val and Meer have dozens of these shaft-quarries (Breuls/Huls 1991)

Entrance
Number Percentage
Only 6 of the 320
quarry entrances
Entrances that match the algorithm
311
98.13%
do not match the
Entrances that do not match the
algorithm. Of these 6,
algorithm and are limestone quarries
1
0.31%
only 1 entrance relates
Modern entrances that do not fit in
to an original
with the algorithm
5
1.56%
old entrance to the
quarry. This
entrance is in the valley where the geological map probably was not accurate enough
and missed an outcrop.
The other 5 are modern air-shafts, tourist tunnels and transport tunnels. They are
in no way related to the historic quarrying of limestone. This makes the algorithm
more than 98% accurate.

Table 4
Accuracy of the
predictive model.
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Having determined that the prediction algorithm is very accurate with the used
model, a map predicting the presence of entrances to man-made underground
structures can be made, combining all of the maps in this chapter. The map shows
all the areas where geological unit MT2 can be found, where the slopes are more
than 15 degrees and where over 100 m +NAP settlements or farmyards can be
found. This map is given in figure 43.
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3.3 Prediction model for underground galleries
Now that the locations of entrances can be predicted, the prediction of the presence
of galleries behind the entrance is simple. The galleries of the quarries extend
behind the entrances, inward from the entrance. The existing quarries show that
most quarries extend less than 50 metres from the entrance. Some large quarries
extend deeper into the hill. These known quarries are entered into the map to show
the presence of the underground. At other zones of high prediction of entrances,
an area of 60 metres is reserved for probable entrances.
This results in the map given in figure 44. This map shows the prediction for
entrances in red, and in orange the zones where galleries under the surface can be
expected. The yellow zone is a zone where no entrances and no galleries are
predicted, the risk of finding an entrance or galleries is low.

Figure 43
Predictive map of
the entrances.

Figure 44
Predictive map
of the quarries.

3.4 Quarry policy map
This predictive map of the quarries was translated into a policy map for the quarries
[Wijk/Orbons 2009). The predictive map is a scientific map that gives information
concerning the studied subjects, in this case entrances and quarries as described in
the previous chapter. The policy map is basically the same as the predictive map but
it connects the indicated zones to a legal status and it gives guidelines what to do
with the subjects in the indicated zones. Especially in complicated scientific maps,
several scientific zones fall within the same legal status and guidelines. So for the
policy map, these zones are combined as the legal status and actions are the same.
These zones in Dutch are called a ‘Bestemmingsplan’ (Development plan) and this
plan has a legal and governmental status. So if a development is planned, the ‘Be-
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stemmingsplan’ gives rules and guidelines on what can and cannot be developed and
under which conditions. The quarry-policy map is a map that is part of the
Valkenburg Development plan with guidelines on how to deal with the quarries in
case of a development.
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Red

Zones of known entrances to the quarries plus the zones outside 		
of the quarries that are of archaeological interest in relation to the
quarries like transport routes. Developments in these areas
produce a high risk of damage or destruction of the subjects and the
landscape. Any development must be studied in advance of constructing
with the intent that no values are deteriorated. The first intention is
not to develop the sites and to leave the structures undisturbed
in-situ, intact. If construction is needed, then all effort must be
made to preserve the values by archaeology-friendly constructions
or other mitigating measures. This is for all the developments in
those areas.

Orange

Zones with potential entrances. Developments can damage unknown
entrances. In the case of a proposed development, a study must be
conducted well in advance of the proposed development in order to
identify the presence of entrances or structures related to under
ground quarries. If no structures are found, no limitations are
placed on the development from the point of quarry entrances. If
entrances are found, it is treated as a red zone. These rules apply
to all developments that take place on areas larger than 500 m2 or
where the penetration below the surface is more than 30 centimetres
in the non-build-up area and 50 centimetres in the build-up areas.

Dark blue
zone
extended
to the darks
blue line.

Zone where known quarry galleries are found below the surface,
expanded to a 45 degree angle upward to the surface. Any
development on the surface can influence the quarries underneath
with drilling, foundations, added weight, etc. This must be studied
prior to the development to make sure the values underground are
not affected by the development above ground.

Dark blue

Known galleries underground. Any development inside the galleries
would have an effect on the archaeological values in the galleries.
Prior to a development, these effects must be studied. If the archaeology
is not affected, the development is cleared and can be carried out. If
a development is likely to harm archaeological values, these must be
conserved, managed, documented and mitigated.

Light blue

Zones where possible galleries can be found under the surface.
There is a risk of damage with foundations, drilling and added
weight. This must be studied prior to the development to make sure
the values underground are not affected by the development above
ground.

Yellow

Zone of a low prediction for entrances, galleries or other quarry related
archaeological structures. There is always a risk of entrances and
quarries. In that case, it must be studied according to the measures
described above.

The quarry-prediction map of Valkenburg (see fig. 45) is relatively simple, so the policy
map is not very different from the predictive map. The separate zones are discussed in
Table 5 and the differences with the predictive map are explained.
Figure 45
Policy map
of the quarries.

Working with a predictive model has its limitations. It is a risk-map, not a 100%
accurate visualisation of the underground structures. There is always the risk of
finding structures in an area of low prediction and it is certain that some areas with a
high prediction of entrances, have no quarries for reasons not included in the model.
Some areas far from settlement have quarries, some areas at a similar distance have
no quarries. What is the reason for this? Maybe this has to do with ownership of the
areas, maybe the transport routes were not adequate or unavailable? This could be
studied further.

Table 5
Policy
guidlines
per zone
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Chapter 4 GIS data analyses.
The previous chapter used GIS as a tool to predict the location of quarry. GIS can,
however, reveal much more about the quarries. The thematic maps to visualize data
in the database behind the GIS is a basic function and is used regularly in quarryresearch. As this is a basic feature of a GIS, these visualizations are not part of this
study. This chapter gives a couple of examples of GIS analyses and calculations
with the underground structures that combine GIS functions and archaeological
analysis.

4.1 Numbers and figures
The power of a GIS is that it produces a large amount of data on the objects inputted
into the system. It is the role of the researcher to make useful data out of this. But
apart from useful scientific data, GIS also answers a lot of basic questions. Hence
one of the very basic questions which visitors to the quarries frequently ask is ‘How
many quarries are there and how many kilometers of galleries are there?’ Wild
figures are being told by tourist guides to awe the public. They claim thousands of
kilometres and suggest that quarries are supposedly connected beneath the entire
area of Mergelland. Such hyperbolic statements are probably given to impress tourists,
to scare them, to prevent them from straying from the tour group and, finally, to
earn a big tip at the end of the tour.
Entering the data in a GIS can map the underground quarries and allow data to be
calculated fast and reliably. Over the period 1997 to 2016, all available maps and
data of quarries were entered in a GIS. This dataset is a valuable source for analysis.
A lot of the work, including that in the previous chapter, was taken from this dataset.
The numbers and calculations included in this chapter also originate from this
dataset and were previously published in the magazine for the Study group Subterranean
Limestone quarries (Orbons 2009).
The question how many quarries can be found in the Mergelland area is complicated.
The issue has been discussed in Appendix 1. Using the definition from this appendix, the number of quarries is 412. These are divided over two countries and three
regions (The Netherlands, Belgian Flanders and Belgian Walloon). Because local
and regional authorities would like to know numbers and figures, the quarries in
each region is given, double counting quarries that cross borders. The Netherlands
has 295 quarries, Belgian-Flanders has 94 quarries and Belgian-Walloon has 30
underground quarries. A couple of quarries stretch across the border. These
quarries are counted with both countries. The Caestert quarry even stretches across
three borders and is counted with all regions.
It is also possible to calculate the number of entrances. All in all there are 857
entrances, 597 in The Netherlands, 183 in Flanders and 77 in Walloon.
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The question about the total length of galleries is more complicated. This is
because not all of the galleries have been surveyed and large parts have collapsed,
others have been excavated and have disappeared in opencast mining (see fig. 46).
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excavated areas. From this graph, it can be calculated that for every hectare of quarry, some 937 metres of gallery is present.
Now that we know the total length of
the galleries many more calculations
and estimations can be made. One of the
major questions is to make estimations of
the labour that was required to quarry
these galleries. To do this, it is essential
to determine the volume of limestone
quarried. The estimated total length of
525 kilometers is a good starting point
but galleries have two more physical sizes,
namely width and height. The width of
the galleries is limited by the ability of
the limestone to carry the roof. Some
large roof spans do exist but on average
a gallery width of 2.9 metres can be
calculated from the surfaces of the floors.

Figure 46
Part from the extensive quarry system of
the Sint Pietersberg
near Maastricht.
The beige galleries
are the still existing
galleries.
The red galleries have
disappeared in the
cement works-opencast quarry
(The red line).
The blue area has
collapsed; it also
contained galleries but
no map was ever
made.

The GIS contains surveyed galleries that have a total length of 450.06 kilometer.
The surveyed part has a total surface of 480.31 hectare. The collapsed parts and the
disappeared parts form a total surface of 79.9 hectares. This means that 85% of the
galleries have been surveyed. Assuming a same gallery-density in the collapsed and
disappeared parts, this would result in 525 kilometers of galleries.
The largest quarry is the Sint Pietersberg quarry near Maastricht with 133 kilometers
of gallery (see crop of the map in Figure 46). Large parts of this quarry have
disappeared in collapse or through extraction at the cement works and only 61
kilometers of galleries remain intact.
The largest quarry with still accessible galleries is the Sibbergroeve near Valkenburg
with over 70 kilometers of galleries. The smallest quarry is Paradijsbergske 2 with
just 1 metre of gallery, more of an underground chamber than a gallery.
From every quarry the length of the galleries has been calculated as well as the
surface area of the quarry. These two parameters can be drawn in a graph as seen in
Figure 47. This graph has the length of galleries in logarithmic scale on the X-axis.
The surface of the quarry in m2 is shown in the Y-axis, also in logarithmic scale. Every dot is a quarry. This graph forms a more or less straight line. Because the line is
straight, it is an indication that the correlation between the surface area of the quarry and the length of galleries is more or less uniform in all quarries. This means
that the statistics for the known quarries can be extrapolated to the collapsed and

Figure 47
Graph of the surface
area of quarry per
length of quarry.

The height is a different matter. Most quarries are quarried in a single level with a
height from 1.8 to 2.5 metres. But the very extensive Sint Pietersberg has been
quarried in 2, 3 and 4 levels, creating galleries that are up to 9 metres high. As these few
quarries have an extensive network of galleries,
their contribution to the volume is important.
So for every quarry an average gallery height was
entered in the GIS.
By using the surface from the GIS and the height
from the galleries, it is possible to calculate how
much stone has been removed. The GIS produced an estimated 11.3 million cubic metres of
quarried limestone.
The sum total of 525 kilometres of galleries
and 11.3 million cubic metres is a large amount of limestone, but how much labour
was needed to create these galleries? To make an estimation of the amount of
labour involved we use the length of galleries. Because the galleries are quarried in
multiple levels, a virtual gallery length is introduced. So the length of galleries with
multiple levels are doubled to take the extra work into account. This results in a
virtual gallery length of some 649 kilometres. In the 1960s and 1970s there were
still a number of old quarrymen alive who had worked with hand tools to quarry the
limestone. I spoke to one of the last ones still alive, Hubert Kleijnen, and he told me
that the work front was usually the work of a single labourer. It took a quarryman
a full week to extend the gallery 85 centimetres. So by dividing 649 kilometres with
0.85 metres per week, we come to 763500 weeks of work. This is 16967 full man-years

Figure 48
Inscription on the wall,
made by a quarryman
in the Keerderberg:
‘Here on the 22nd of
March in the year
1827 marked 45
blocks’. The blocks
quarried were marked
before being transported
and sold.
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of work. The largest production of building stone was from AD 1300 to 1900, about
600 years. Dividing 16967 by 600 results in 28 persons per year. As most quarrying
work was done during the winter months, this number has to be doubled. So an
estimated 56 quarrymen were active in the whole of the Mergelland area. Of course
there were periods when many more people were quarrying but also periods with a
lot less activities, as we will see further on in this chapter.
How important were these 50-60 quarrymen in the economic landscape from
the late medieval times onwards? Because quarrying was not a craft organized in
guilds, there are no records to give an overview. The sparse information on individual quarrying activities cannot be linked to quarrying in the whole Mergelland area.
To compare the quarrymen with other crafts, the study by Henk Thewissen from
2007 states that in 1448 one quarter of the Maastricht craftsmen were called under
arms as part of the guild-rules. 15 Millers, 40 brewers, 40 tailors turned up. So it
is calculated that in Maastricht around AD 1450 some 60 millers, 160 brewers and
160 tailors were active, not including their assistants. (Thewissen 2007, 202). The
50-60 quarrymen, of which a part could be considered assistants, was never a very
large or important craft in the Mergelland region, despite the fact that through the
ages these non-guilded craftsmen made a lasting impression on the underground
and aboveground landscape by leaving extensive galleries and beautiful buildings
on the surface.
More details can be obtained from the data. The Sibbergroeve near Valkenburg is a quarry
that has been well studied. In the map of Figure 49, the complete plan of the quarry is
shown in brown. The old entrances are marked in red. There are additional entrances but
these have no relation to the quarrying activities. The easternmost entrances are the oldest,
now completely collapsed. The eastern end is the oldest part of the quarry. Many quarrymen
wrote on the walls and some inscriptions have survived. These inscriptions date back to
the 17th century indicating that some of the quarrymen at least were literate. Quarrying
continued in a western direction and the original entrance was moved to the new entrance,
somewhere in the 19th century. In the map of Figure 49, a series of quarrying dates are
given, based on inscriptions on the walls (Orbons 2001, 13-14). The blue arrow depicts the
general direction of quarrying.

Figure 49
Sibbergroeve, showing
the years of quarrying
in blue and entrances
in red. The blue arrow
represents the direction
of quarrying.
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These dates have been entered in the GIS and a spatial analyses has been used to
create a contour map showing the years of extraction. This map is shown in Figure
50. The east-west direction of quarrying is clearly visible. It can also be seen that the
western part of the quarry is still being extended in 2017.

Figure 50
Sibbergroeve with the
years of quarrying
turned into isodecades.

Continuing with the spatial analyses, the colour map was divided into zones of 10
years quarrying, starting with the oldest date AD 1660 up till 2016. The zones of 10
years were then combined with the map of the quarry-galleries, creating sections of
galleries, quarried per decade. Since this quarry has an overall height of 1.8 metres,
it is very easy to calculate the volume of limestone extracted per decade per stretch
of gallery, as seen in figure 51.

Figure 51
GIS calculating
the volume
of limestone per
decade.

Next all the sections of galleries are combined for each decade and their volume is
added up to the complete volume quarried per decade as shown in Figure 52. This
graph shows some interesting information. The oldest quarrying in the eastern
part of the quarry was relatively slow producing little stone at the end of the 17th
century. During the 18th century, quarrying went better, producing larger amounts of
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Figure 52
Production volumes
per decade of the
Sibbergroeve.
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limestone. At the end of the 18th century production decreased according to the
graph. The map has an answer for this decrease, as shown in Figure 53. The zone
marked with the blue line is the zone quarried at the end of the 18th century. But it
is also a zone with a lot of geological faults, the red lines in the map. It is very clear
to see that some galleries run into a sort of invisible wall and are not continued
because of geological faults. For the quarrymen, this is a reason to stop quarrying
because the quality of the limestone reduces close to a fault and it costs more to
take the block out then it can be sold for. So a quarry stops producing stone. But once
a large quarry stops producing, the demand for limestone makes the prices rise so
it becomes economically viable to try to make a gallery through the poor limestone
in the hope to reach better stone. This was done around 1800 as can be seen in the
map with the two single galleries connecting the eastern and the western part of
this quarry. A similar stop and go moment occurred around 1840 a bit further to the
west in the quarry. From 1850, a large pocket of very good limestone was reached
and the production reached a peak in 1870, up to the Second World War. Production
decreased after 1950 because building
in limestone was replaced by brick and
concrete, but it never ceased completely.
Today there are two quarrymen still
active in this quarry producing
limestone building stone with
mechanical equipment, which increases
the speed of production. With the
former hand-tools, it took a single
quarryman one week (6 days)
to extend the gallery 0.85 metres.
Today’s mechanical quarrying can do
the same in a single day.
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4.2 LIDAR analyses to find entrances and quarries
LIDAR is a favoured research tool for prospecting archaeologists. Although LIDAR
cannot penetrate the ground and detect underground galleries, it can still be a useful
tool in quarry research.
Figure 54 presents the map of the Ternaaien-Boven quarry in the Belgian-Flemisch
part. This quarry was recently surveyed in high detail and studied by a group of
researchers of the Studygroup Subterranean Limestonequarries (SOK) (Amendt et
al. 2016). The map that they made shows the galleries in high detail and in correct
dimensions. This quarry has a large number of collapses underground where the
roof has collapsed into the high galleries. The part of this quarry encircled with a
black line in Figure 54 was only discovered in 2009 after the researchers worked
their way past a collapse. They found a more or less untouched quarry system.
They did not make a topographical location map so the exact position of the quarry
system was not recorded. I found a solution to this problem by the use of LIDAR data.
The underground collapses result in surface subsidence which is visible in the LIDAR
data. Around 90% of this quarry is located under Belgian-Flemish territory. The
eastern part is under Belgian Walloon territory and the LIDAR data for this part is not
available. So only the Flemish part of the quarry could be processed and mapped.
I processed the LIDAR data of the area into the map, given in Figure 54. I then shifted
and rotated the map of the quarry to match the underground collapses with the
areas of subsidence which are visible on the surface. The underground collapses and
area of subsidence is marked with an ‘x’ in Figure 54. The three collapses marked
with an ‘A’ cut off an area marked with D. The area ‘D’ is not collapsed and sits in
between two zones that are quarried. So maybe it was never quarried, or maybe some
undiscovered galleries can be found behind these collapses.
The LIDAR data is not always clear. The surface subsidence at ‘B’ does not correspond
with an underground collapse. Maybe this is a natural subsidence due to natural
kart. At location ‘C’ there is a shaft that looks like a collapse.
Apart from being able to correlate underground collapses and surface subsidences
to locate quarries, LIDAR may also be used to understand the progress of the quarry.
In Figure 54 the line E forms the southern border of the quarry. The galleries do not
go beyond this line and are not stopped by a collapse. Quarrying stopped at this line.
Line E matches with the dry-valley on the surface and very often this is the line of a
geological fault. So probably quarrying was stopped just before a geological fault.

Figure 53
Details of quarrying
at Sibbergroeve with
the years of quarrying
and geological faults.

The same is the case with line F. This is the valley of the Jeker. Continuing the
quarry-galleries would result in reaching the gravel and loess and creating unstable
situations and poor quality building stone.
In conclusion, LIDAR data can help us to understand the reasons behind the mining-engineering activities and why a particular exploitation stopped or continued in
a certain direction.
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in a wooded area but the trees were filtered out with the Last Reflection method
(Werbrouck et al. 2010).
The data was processed in a GIS. The excavated area is 2299 m2. In that area 21491
LIDAR points reached the surface, 9.3 LIDAR measurement points per m2. Not evenly
distributed. For large areas the points are 0.25-0.3 metres apart, resulting in a 12
LIDAR points per m2. Unfortunately, the data does not give any hint of shafts in
relation to the known shafts. Some differences in level are present but this would
probably relate to later land use activities such as forestry, and surface gravel-pits, etc.

Figure 54
Lidar DEM with
galleries of the quarry
Ternaaien Boven.

Figure 55
A depression created
by a Neolithic flint
mine on Cissbury hill.

LIDAR is not always successful, however. I have tried to use LIDAR data from the
area of the Rijckholt flint mines to find the shafts of these prehistoric mines. The
theory to be tested here is that the infill of Neolithic shafts would have become
compacted over time and hence created a small depression that would be visible on
the surface. LIDAR has been extensively used over the last couple of years to detect
medieval mining remains (Casagrande 2012). Locating a Neolithic mine in an area
that was forested and probably ploughed or otherwise used could be problematic,
however, as the surface of the mine could have been subsequently leveled out. On
the other hand, several flint-mining areas in England (Harrow Hill, Cissbury Hill
(see fig. 55) and Grimes Graves) show that the shafts, even after thousands of years,
are still visible as extensive depressions. Probably the reason for this preservation
is the thin layer of soil on top of the chalk bed in contrast to the thick layer of gravel
and loess in the Mergelland region.
The very clearly visible depressions in the English
flint mines are not present in the Rijckholt area
but maybe the depressions are smaller and less
visible to the eye, but measurable with LIDAR.
In Figure 56 a small part of the Rijckholt flint
mining area is given. The orange contour is the
area that is excavated (see Chapter 2.2.1). The
red circles are the shafts that were found underground during the 1964-1972 excavations. This
Multiple return aerial LIDAR data was sampled

Figure 56
LIDAR DEM on top
of the Flint mine
Rijckholt.

This leads to the conclusion that the LIDAR data does not work on detecting the
shafts of the Neolithic flint mines in Rijckholt, but it can still be helpful. From 1900
to 1950, there have been two groups of archaeologists working on excavations in
the Rijckholt area. The Schone Grub valley has the oldest mines in the valley side.
The 1900-1950 excavations have been poorly registered and the exact location of
some of the discoveries is unknown. The very crude maps made in the first half
of the twentieth century are combined in a map made by H. Engelen9. This map is
georeferenced and combined with the LIDAR map of the same area (see fig. 57).
In this figure the Henkeput (see Chapter 2.2.2) is marked as a round star. It is also
visible in the LIDAR data. So is the Abri, marked in the map. The excavations by
Hamal Nandrin from 1910 to 1950 are marked by small stars. The LIDAR data in
this area show a number of point depressions that could be the remains of these
excavations. The excavations by Dominican monks from 1928 to 1932 are marked in
dots. The area is riddled with very clear point-like depressions, but the depressions
do not match the points from the map. The LIDAR data could be helpful in repositioning the old excavations. Further research is needed to find the original maps
of Hamal Nandrin and the Dominicans and georeference them, with the help of
LIDAR.

9

Source: http://www.vuursteenmijnen.nl/rijckholt/thumbnails/kaart-ryckholt-aanduiding-historisch-onderzoek.html
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the foot of the hill. The EM31 was rotated 90 degrees so the measurements were
focused horizontally, inward of the valley-side and not straight down. The EM31 is a
contactless conductivity metre with coils set 4 metres apart (see fig. 58). The depth of
penetration is between 2 and 6 metres. Walking as close to the valley side as possible
with the rotated sensor, an attempt was made to measure disturbances in the side of the
valley. It was thought that the area where the entrances would have been very disturbed
by the tunnel and the post-war collapse. It was hoped that this would provide a contrast
to the less disturbed natural limestone bedding.
The bottom of the hill was measured with two lines with about two or three measurement
per metre. The position of the measurement was set by GPS. The results of the survey are
given in figure 59.

Figure 57
LIDAR map combined
with a reconstructed
map of the pre-1960
excavations.

4.3 Geophysics to trace entrances to quarries

Figure 58
EM31 in action,
measuring the
entrances of the
Wahlwiller Second
World War shelter.
The valley side is to
the right of the
photograph.

Geophysical surveys are a well-established prospection method in archaeology.
The best results can be reached with archaeological remains that are close to the
surface. Any archaeology buried deeper than 2 metres needs special circumstances
for a positive detection, i.e., larger structures that contrast with the surrounding
soil. Several attempts have been made to geophysically measure tunnels in burialmounds (Astin 2007) using resistivity, ground radar and even microgravity, with
mixed success.
One geophysical survey that gave a positive result was the attempt to re-locate a Second
World War shelter (see Chapter 2.2.6). This survey was carried out in 2009 and
published in 2010 (Orbons 2010). The shelter was made in 1942-1944 on a location
outside the village of Wahlwiller at the foot of a steep valley side where the Gulpener
limestone was close to the surface.
The underground shelter has two
entrances and is U-shaped. The
shelter was only used for a couple
of days during the liberation in
1944. After the war, the shelter was
abandoned, the wooden supports
were removed, the entrances
collapsed and the site was forgotten.
No maps of the shelter or of the
entrances of the shelter exists.
Oral tradition pointed to an area
of roughly 200 metres where the
entrances would have been. A
geophysical survey with the
Electromagnetic Ground Conductivity
meter EM31 was carried out at

The valley bottom can be seen on the southern part of the map is. The dark-green zone
is the steep valley side and the northern part of the map is the higher zone of the valley.
The coloured line is one of the lines measured with the EM31. The eastern part shows a
change of soil. In the middle, more or less where the shelter is expected, three small zones
of somewhat higher resistivity are identified. The distance between these two points of
high resistivity is 25 metres, matching the oral tradition of the distance between the two
entrances. In figure 59 the reconstructed shelter is drawn in red. The shape and exact sizes
are taken from oral tradition and are not determined by measurements.

Figure 59
Map with results
of the EM31
conductivity
measurements and
the reconstructed
Second World War
shelter.
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The Wahlwiller survey shows that it is possible to find entrances of underground
sites, when used in combination with other sources of information.

Chapter 5 Archaeological regulations and research agenda.

It shows that geophysics and other research does allow us to explore how people
in the past made decisions and were either constrained or assisted in their actions
by natural and human circumstances. The undocumented human actions to create
an underground shelter is now documented in another way. We therefore need to
interpret their actions by interpreting the surviving material remains, using archaeological techniques and perspectives.

Dutch archaeology is regulated through the Erfgoedwet 2016 (Heritage law 2016)
(Ministerie OCW 2016). This law came into effect on January 1st 2016. This law
incorporates built monuments, archives, archaeology and other heritage structures.
It complies with the 1992 Valetta Convention10. This is further explained in chapter 5.2.

5.1 Archaeology in the Dutch Erfgoedwet 2016, KNA 4.0, NOaA 2.0

The heritage law refers to the Kwaliteitsnorm Nederlandse Archeologie (KNA,
Quality norm Dutch Archaeology). This norm organizes the practical side of
archaeology. The current version is KNA 4.0. This is further explained in Chapter 5.3.
The Rijksdienst Cultureel Erfgoed (RCE, State service Cultural Heritage) has created
a research agenda for Dutch archaeology. Since archaeology is a research-driven
field of study, this research agenda analyses the areas and subjects that are less
studied and need to be addressed in archaeological surveys and studies, if applicable.
Pure scientific archaeological research should be aimed at these subjects, if the
occasion arises. This is further explained in chapter 5.4.

5.2 Man-made underground in Erfgoedwet
The Dutch Erfgoedwet (Erfgoedwet, 2016) does not contain the words ‘mergel’
(Limestone), ‘Tunnel’ (Tunnel), ‘Groeve’ (Quarry), ‘mijnbouw’ (mining) nor ‘ondergrond’ (Underground). This is logical as a law is more generally worded and not
specific in details. The heritage law consists of articles referring to principles and
actions and leaves the practical details to be filled in in regulations.
The heritage law has chapters dealing with archaeology but also chapters dealing
with the maintenance and safeguarding of collections. The following text covers a
selection of articles from the Heritage law that refer to the man-made underground
structures in the Mergelland area.
There is a chapter concerned with scheduling monuments (article 3.1). The criteria
are its beauty, scientific importance or cultural value. All of these apply to the manmade underground structure, as has been presented in the previous chapters. The
procedure how a monument can be scheduled is also described.
There is also a chapter (article 3.7) that described ‘cultural goods’. Cultural goods
are goods that are irreplaceable, unique in The Netherlands or have a symbolic
function, linking function or marker function. Some of the objects in the quarries
or near the entrances can be considered cultural goods. The inscriptions on the
walls, the saws, tools and markers underground, the transport constructions outside the quarry would also qualify as cultural goods.

10
Convention of Valetta: https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/
		
DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=090000168007bd25
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Article 3.13 gives the option that a monument and associated cultural goods can
be scheduled as an ensemble. The underground locations in the Mergelland area
clearly qualify as an ensemble.
The national register of monuments, goods and ensembles are maintained by a
governmental server, RCE. Counties and local councils can also schedule monuments
on local lists and of course the UNESCO scheduling is also referred to. As described
in Chapter 1.2 of this study, some parts of the quarries in the Mergelland are scheduled
monuments like the Neolithic Flint mine, the post-medieval church in the
Gemeentegrot, etc.
Chapter 4 of the Dutch heritage law deals with the protection of heritage. The
owner of a scheduled monument must inform all users of the monument status and
must allow the Inspector of Monuments access to the monument. Certain limitations
concerning changes to the monuments are also described.
Chapter 5 describes the archaeology. Only certified institutions are allowed to do
archaeological work. The law refers to the KNA concerning details of the
archaeological work (see Chapter 5.3).
The last series of chapters deals with the rights and obligations of inspectors and
references to other laws and are in such not directly relevant for the underground
quarries.
The scheduled monuments are offered a certain protection but it is no guarantee for
funding and subsidies to maintain or improve the monument. Since all underground
sites house bats, these locations are automatically protected by the Flora and Fauna law
(since the first of January 2017 ‘Wet Natuurbescherming’11) that has more financial
support facilities. Up until now there is no additional value or gain to protect
underground quarries because they are already well protected in the Nature-law. Adding
another law to protect these sites, would result in additional red-tape and hurdles
for maintenance and improvements, etc.
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There are lists of required words and codes to be used in reports, databases and maps.
The artefact list (Codetabel 1) has extensive lists for artefacts like ceramics,
glass, bones, building materials, etc. There is one code GRDSCHAP for
Gereedschap (Tools). There are also more specific codes for hammers and
adzes (Code HAMER and HAMERBL) with subdivisions. Even general terms
like LADDER, OLIELAMP (oil lamps) and ZAAG (Saw) with subdivisions can
be entered. All the artefacts that can be found underground can be recorded.
The abundantly present inscriptions and engravings cannot be entered as
artefacts, however, as there are no code-tables in which these can be entered.
The list for Materials (Codetable 2) holds nearly all materials that can be
found like STU for tufa, SMA for marble and SZA for sandstone. For the
Mergelland area and the man-made underground structures this list has the
code ‘SKA’ for Kalksteen/mergel (Chalk/Limestone) and ‘SVU’ for Vuursteen
(Flint). No distinction is made between limestone as a building stone and
chalk as a loose material.
Codetable 5 describes the complex types that are formed by combining
artefacts into archaeological complexes. Flint extraction has the code
GW.VSW and chalk and limestone extraction have the code GW.MW
Apart from these codetables, the rest of the KNA describes the process of archaeological work, like desk-top studies, augering, trial trenching and excavation. These
processes are fully usable in the underground and do not need any further elaboration.
This was proven by the 2011-2012 excavation at the Valkenburg castle where a
medieval quarry was discovered and recorded in a proper way (Peters 2013).
It can be concluded that the current KNA 4.0 offers no limitations to archaeological
work in the man-made underground mines and quarries although some codetables
could be expanded with some additional words.

5.3 Man-made underground in KNA

5.4 Man-made underground in Dutch research agenda NOAA

The Dutch Kwaliteitsnorm Nederlandse Archeologie (KNA, Quality Norm Dutch
Archaeology) is the handbook for archaeological work in The Netherlands.
The process of archaeological work as well as the quality required are described in
close detail.

In 2016 the NOAA 2.0 was published by the RCE (Groenewoud 2016) for local,
regional and national government to make choices and develop policies in archaeology
and for archaeologist to raise the efficiency in archaeological research. It consists
of 117 research questions with a description. The NOAA 2.0 has a digital platform
through www.noaa.nl that guides you through the archaeological regions,
periods, complex types and subjects and come up with the appropriate researchagenda and research questions that apply to the selection made.
Following the website www.noaa.nl, it first asks to select an archaeo-region. As all
the man-made underground sites in Mergelland are in the Limburg loess area, that
region is selected.

11

Wet Natuurbescherming: http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0037552/2017-03-01

The second selection is the archaeological period, third for a complex type and last

Table 6
Codetables used
in the KNA.
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for subjects. In Table 7 the decision tree is followed with the appropriate
archaeological periods and complex types, resulting in some research questions.
Archaeological period

Complex type

Neolithic period
The flint mining took
place during the
Neolithic period

Industry
What changes and diversifications
and craft, sub- took place at the end of the LBK?
complex flint- (NOAA 2.0, question 30)
processing
Is there a (dis)continuity in Neolithic
habitation after the LBK? (NOAA 2.0,
question 31)

Iron age
Roman times
Early medieval times

Research question

Industry and
craft, subcomplex Industry and craft
undetermined

One research question relating
to man-material culture relations
concerning the production, process,
use and distribution of metal. As this
does not apply to the Neolithic flint,
this research question is not appropriate for our work.

Mineral
exploitation

Limes: The relation to the Limes is of
little relevance to the underground
sites as the limes was a long distance
to the north and the east and as far
as known, the production, if present,
was only local (see Chapter 2.2.2 and
Chapter 2.2.3)
What is the nature, size and context
of crafts? (NOAA 2.0, question 67)

Roman times
Table 7
NOaA results from the
web-application.

Roman Villa

What is the state, function, meaning
and development of (partial) Roman
stone building? (NOAA 2.0, question
61)

The web application presents a selection of four research questions. To make sure
no research is missed, the list of 117 was checked for missed research questions.
The list was extended with an additional eight research questions that are, according
to me, relevant for the man-made underground structures. The total of 12 research
questions are described below with its relevance in relation to the man-made
underground structures in the Mergelland area.

NOAA 2.0, question 30:
What changes and diversifications took place at the end of the LBK?
This question is relevant to the flint mine as the flint mine developed at the
end or just after the end of the LBK. Maybe the (industrial) processes of the
flint mine can add information to this transition process. Was the mining an
industrial process or was it craft? Was it large scale with associated specialists
or was it small scale with no specialism needed?
NOAA 2.0, question 31:
Is there a (dis)continuity in Neolithic habitation after the LBK?
This question is very relevant in relation to the Rijckholt flint mine for the
same reason as research question 30.
NOAA 2.0, question 33:
What economic functions have marginal areas and landscapes and what are
the archaeological appearances of this use?
This research question focusses on pastureland that produces wood, turf,
clay, sand, etc., but the production of chalk to improve agriculture, limestone
building stone and flint for multiple purposes can also be included in this
list. The research question promotes to study these phenomena in relation
to the habitation area/settlements. This is a relevant research question for
the man-made underground locations in Mergelland.
NOAA 2.0, question 61:
What is the state, function, meaning and development of (partial) Roman
stone building?
This is a relevant research question for limestone building stone from the
Mergelland. The description specifically points to the use of building stone
in the non-Mergelland area and points to study the relation with limestone
and the region and the exact identification of the utilised building materials.
The Romans quarried building stone in the Mergelland area and this process
still has a lot of unanswered questions, even after several studies.
NOAA 2.0, question 62:
What role had the Roman settlement, building, temples and structures after
losing their primary function?
Thoroughly studying Roman spoil is very helpful in understanding the origins
of Roman buildings and can also help us to understand the processes governing
the re-use of materials. As Mergelland limestone can be traced relatively easy
to its origins (Felder PJ 1981), it is a good material for this kind of study.
NOAA 2.0, question 66:
From where and how were building materials in the Roman age transported?
The question is self-explanatory and the description clearly indicates that the
source of the building materials should be traced. As Mergelland limestone
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can be traced relatively easy to its origins, it is a good instrument for this
type of study. Maybe this research question can prove the presence of underground Roman building stone quarries or it can prove it is highly unlikely
that there ever were underground Roman quarries.
NOAA 2.0, question 67:
What is the nature, size and context of crafts?
This question focusses on the crafts as a source for (proto) urban processes
in relation to for instance bone, metal, melting tools and also includes
wells. The craft of quarryman with their specific tools and markings are not
mentioned but could easily be incorporated in the idea behind this research
question.
NOAA 2.0, question 82:
When did the large late-medieval exploitations start and how did it work?
This research question fully focusses on peat-extraction in the wet parts of
the Netherlands. This also took place in the 11th and 12th century, similarly
to the underground quarries in the Mergelland area. Processes like the growing
population, the growth of cities, areas designated for exploitations also
apply to the Mergelland area so this research question can be applied to the
Mergelland underground sites.
NOAA 2.0, question 87:
What influence had the city on the surrounding landscape?
The influence of the cities of Maastricht, Liege and Valkenburg on the
surrounding landscape with the quarries shows in specialisation, architecture, trade, etc. The description stresses the need to be aware of the relations
between cities and structures in the landscape. Many studies (see Chapter
2.2.3) highlight this relationship
NOAA 2.0, question 89:
How and when do city-houses develop?
The development of cities from the 11th century onwards runs parallel with
the exploitation of quarries. This relationship has been studied extensively
(see Chapter 2.2.3) but a lot of information on the earliest part of this period
remains unclear. Studying building materials in cities can allow us to further
understand the developments of quarries and the choices made in quarries.

Table 8
NOaA research
questions relating to
man-made subterranean structures in the
Mergelland region.

NOAA 2.0, question 92:
What role did cities play in the import, transport and re-distribution of
not-locally produced materials, food and construction materials?
The Mergelland limestone as a local building stone had a limited distribution
over long distances but the regional distribution was extensive (see Chapter
2.2.3). The description with this research question reminds the researcher
to study historical archives and local buildings for signs of this trade. This
would be very helpful in the study of the Mergelland limestone.
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NOAA 2.0, question 112:
Within what context, when and how were building materials re-used?
This research question copies research question 62 but this time from the
medieval and post medieval era.
The NOAA will be updated annually when new insights arise. It is advised to
enhance the description of several research questions with the relevant links to the
underground sites in the Mergelland area.
The internet search facility to find the research questions misses a number of very
relevant research questions relating to the man-made underground. So it is
essential not to rely solely on the selection facility but to go through the 117 research
questions as a whole. In the next update, this search facility could be improved to
come up with additional relevant research questions within the search-criteria.
Several research questions were somewhat twisted to match the man-made underground
sites. The exploitation of landscapes in the NOAA always refers to above ground
landscapes but the same goes for underground landscapes. So this could be added
to the existing NOAA research questions.
The selection of research questions above shows that the listed research questions are
fitting for the man- made underground sites in the Mergelland area. Studies concerning
the underground can use these questions to be focussed on improving knowledge.
But the underground offers some additional research questions not covered within the
NOAA 2.0 research agenda. To find some research questions, the 2016 study by
NAMHO (Newman 2016, 255-287) is a very helpful study that offers an extensive
chapter on a research agenda for archaeology of the extractive industries. The research
agenda does not have research questions but research aims instead, basically creating
the same goal, placing attention on specific open areas of interest. The NAMHO
research aims 01 through 26 are more general statements to connect research in
underground sites with research on archaeological sites in general. These first NAMHO
research aims describe the need to raise awareness for the underground sites and its
values and promotes to include it in the common archaeological practises and training.
Newman also points to the wide availability of archives that contains a wealth of useful
data and he makes a connection between historical building research and mining
research. Several fields of study support archaeology and this should be copied to the
underground mining and quarrying sites. He specifically pays attention to training
archaeologists, other researchers, museum and landowners in the recognition of
mines and quarries as archaeological sites. Newman also points to excavations, dating
techniques and the use of LIDAR and oral history as a good source of study. The plea for
more research and a call to develop research approaches and techniques is a very agreeable
aim that is relevant to the Mergelland area too. Although I think it doesn’t fit the idea
behind the research agenda as formulated in the Dutch NOAA. The Dutch NOAA is
aiming at specific fields of study and questions that need to be answered. These first 28
NAHMO research aims are a more general call for attention so not translatable to the
Dutch NOAA research questions.
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From research aim 29 onwards, the NAMHO study focusses on specific types of
mines, starting with ‘Bulk materials’ covering the quarries. Even in the post 29
research aims, many aims focus on a general call for more research. The following
list of NAMHO research aims can relate to research questions that could be
translated to the Mergelland underground quarries and tunnels.

social contexts of flint mining in the Neolithic period.
The description with this research aim explains gaps in the knowledge of the
flint mines, the miners and the process behind the flint mining, processing
and trading. These research questions apply fully to the Mergelland flint
mines as well.

The list of the following NAMHO research aims relate to mines and quarries.

NAMHO Research aim 74:
How can we broaden the scope of the archaeological research to include the
social context and quarry communities?
Chapter 2 shows in short the wide interrelations between underground
exploitations and the people above ground. The good underground preservation conditions made sure traces are preserved well so a study is possible
where these traces have disappeared above ground.

NAMHO Research aim 29:
The dichotomy between parish and other ‘tied’ quarries worked commercially
need to be better understood, as do the functional and chronological
relationship between small quarries worked for stone on particular projects
and others where stone was used elsewhere.
From the description with this research aim, it can be understood that
quarries have different appearances, a millstone quarry is different from a
building stone quarry. A commercial building stone quarry is different from
a farmers quarry on common grounds. All these appearances show differently in archaeological research and this needs to be understood.
NAMHO Research aim 32:
Increase our knowledge of technological transitions within the extractive
processes of the quarrying industry, especially in the 20th century.
The description points to the change from manual labour to mechanical
work, from tracked to trackless carriages that took place during the 20th
century and is poorly studied although mining museum have a large collection
of objects that can be studied in connection to the archaeological remains in
excavations. This research aim, converted into a research question, can be
used for the Mergelland area.
NAMHO Research aim 34:
Develop improved methods of dating abandoned quarry workings.
The research aim is self-explanatory and this problem has come up several
times in Chapter 2. So it is also applicable as a research question for the
Mergelland area.
NAMHO Research aim 35:
Develop improved methods for establishing the geological provenance by
fingerprinting building stone and stone artifacts.
This research aim is very much the same as the NOAA 2.0 research question
66, described above. It comes up with similar research directions as used in
the Mergelland area (Felder PJ 1981) and it also gives the limitations of these
methods.
NAMHO Research aim 37:
Improve our knowledge of prehistoric flint mining, particularly of
prehistoric tools from individual flint mines but also the environmental and

NAMHO Research aim 75:
Expand our knowledge of the importance of mines and quarries with
regards to transport systems and industrial infrastructure.
In our Mergelland area, the relation between quarrying building stone and
the transport of the building stone has been poorly studied. Tracks and railways tracks, boats and lorries, everything has been used and leave archaeological remains that can be studied.
Newman gives specific research aims about extractions of coal, gold, tin and other
minerals. Since this thesis focusses on limestone, these research questions are not
enclosed in this overview.
The NAMHO Research aims that are not already incorporated in the NOAA 2.0 can
be translated into the same Mergelland specific research questions.
Despite the NOAA 2.0 research questions and the NAMHO research aims, some
fields of research are still underdeveloped. These fields have been described in this
study and result in 3 additional research questions. It is therefore proposed to add
the following research questions:
Mergelland Research Question 1:
What is the function of the Industrial archaeological landscapes?
The landscapes of exploitations are treated in NOAA research question 82
but it completely focusses on (early) medieval landscapes and not the post
1750 industrial landscapes. The Mergelland area has horizontal water adits,
tunnels and shelters from the Second World War. Each of these structures
had their specific methods of constructing and remains are still visible and
the short period of use makes them a good time capsule.

Table 9
NAMHO research
aims relating to manmade subterranean
structures in the
Mergelland region.
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Mergelland research
questions relating
to man-made
subterranean
structures in the
Mergelland region.
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Mergelland Research Question 2:
What secondary use of exploited landscapes can be described?
After the primary use, the landscapes that are left behind offer an opportunity for a very diverse secondary use (see Chapter 2.3). This is very often local,
sometimes less organized and used by often illiterate people. This additional
use has a value that has to be studied.
Mergelland Research Question 3:
Can old research data be reinterpreted using modern means?
This is not really a research question but a methodological question. The old
excavations at the flint mine in Rijckholt are hard to find, but as shown in
Chapter 4.2, LIDAR can possibly retrace these old excavations.
Since these Mergelland research questions are of regional importance and less
important on a national level, maybe it is an option for the councils to adopt these
research questions instead of trying to incorporate them into the national research
questions. On the other hand maybe these research questions can be broadened to
include national phenomena that are not covered within today’s research questions
but will be when these are added to the NOAA 2.0.

Conclusion
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6 Conclusions
The goal of this study is twofold. First, it is shown that the man-made underground
structures in the Mergelland region may be regarded as legitimate archaeological
features. Second, it is to demonstrate that conventional archaeological research
methods and regulation may be applied to investigate and further our understanding
of these underground structures, thereby providing a suite of archaeological
techniques to encourage future studies.
At first an overview of the man-made underground in the limestone of the Mergelland region is given.
The oldest are the Neolithic flint mines that are found on many different locations
and are well studied by archaeologists and are regarded of international importance.
Although many studies have been carried out, there are still questions that can be
studied.
Another type of underground are the chalk mines. Only a couple are identified as
old chalk mines but their date is unknown. It can be Neolithic, Roman, early medieval
or medieval. More research is needed.

This chapter has explored the legal and governmental aspects of underground
research. It is clear that legally and organizationally, the quarries are well covered
both in terms of possible statutory protection and as bonafide sites for archaeologically research. Some further detailing in the regulations could be done and might
be necessary. The KNA as a quality norm basically has a good structure to enclose
archaeological research in the man-made underground but the codetables need to
be expanded with some additional terms to describe the underground quarries.

The largest number of underground sites are the limestone quarries for building
stone. There’s 525 kilometres of galleries in over 400 individual quarries with more
than 850 entrances. The oldest quarries are not determined, maybe Roman, maybe
medieval. But from the 12th century onwards, there is evidence of underground
quarrying for building stone. From the 14th to the 19th century the quarries produced
high amounts of building stone. In the 20th century the underground quarrying
declined but never completely disappeared as one quarry is still active.

From the 117 research questions in the Dutch NOAA 2.0 research agenda, 12 questions relate or can be related to the limestone underground. Some existing research
questions can be adapted slightly to include the man-made underground site. Out
of the 76 NAHMO research aims 7 research aims can relate to the Mergelland area.
Some additional three Mergelland Research questions can be added, specifically for
the man-made underground structures. This would result in a total of 22 research
questions and aims for the man-made underground in the Mergelland.

But the Mergelland region offers more underground in the limestone. There are
road tunnels, train tunnels, transport tunnels, shelters from the Second World War
and a couple of horizontal water wells.

Further action is needed to either implement these research questions and aims in
the national research agenda or leave it to the local councils to implement them on
a local level.

Secondly archaeological research methods are applied to these underground sites.

All of these underground sites have had an active secondary use as mushroom
growery, storage or tourist attraction. All of these activities left their traces and can
be archaeologically studied.

A predictive model for entrances and underground galleries was made for one
parish (Valkenburg) using geological maps, LIDAR data and historical maps. The
combination of these data sets resulted in a predictive model of the quarries with a
98% accuracy. The model is translated to a policy map for the local council to use in
their management.
The GIS as a historical analyses tool has been applied to the quarries to get some
basic statistics and estimations. The total amount of limestone quarried has been
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estimated. From this figure, an estimation is made about the number of quarrymen
working underground through the ages therefore positioning the craft of quarrymen
in a historical context.
The GIS data was also used in one quarry to visualize the extraction progress resulting
in periods of high production and periods of low production. These could be linked
to geological variations in the limestone and to demand for buildingstone.
LIDAR data and geophysical measurements are important datasets and tools in
archaeological prospection. They can also be useful to find quarry entrances and
position quarries and understand the extend of a quarry but does have its limitations.
The Dutch law, regulations and research agenda does not include quarries as a
feature but the quarries and other underground structures can be included in the
regulations and the law applies to them. The Dutch research agenda does have a
couple of research questions that do apply to the underground sites but a series of
additional research aims and questions are proposed.
It can be concluded that the man-made underground sites in the Mergelland region
are archaeological sites, that archaeological research methods can be applied to
them and that from a legal and regulation point of view, things are well organized
but the research agenda needs some additional research aims and questions.
These sites form a good connection between historical sources and material sources.
Concluding that the quarrymen of the past working underground created an
archaeology of the darkness.
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Appendix 1: Terminology used in this thesis
Research into man-made underground structures has its own vocabulary and terminology. Some of these specialist terms need to be explained. In this section I will
cover a number of technical terms, along with details of the geographical locations
that I have studied. I will not include basic geological or archaeological jargon as
the readers of this thesis are likely to be familiar with such terms.
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have been made in the same period, using one technique and for one purpose. The
limitations to this basic underground structure immediately give the elements that
complicate the definition. In the following paragraphs, some real existing examples
are given to show the complexity of this definition.
-

Mergelland
Mergelland is a region covering the south-western part of South Limburg and
parts of the adjacent Belgian Flanders and Belgian Walloon area (see fig 1). The
Mergelland area overlaps a little in the east with the adjacent coalmining area of
Heerlen-Kerkrade. The coalmining history and archaeology is not part of this study
although the techniques applied would also be valid for a study of coalmining
archaeology.

Mergel
Mergel refers to the local name for the limestone that surfaces in this area. The
geology of Mergel is described in Appendix 3.

Man-made underground structures
A definition must be given for a man-made underground structure. Examples from
the Mergelland are quarries, mines, tunnels, shelters and horizontal wells. These
structures have several features in common:
First, they are all man-made. In the Mergelland some small natural caves can be
found but they are not part of this study. Natural caves are only karst-like because
the local geology does not support large scale caves and limits itself to small karst
that is at best wide enough for a man to crawl through. These karsts have no practical use for man. Some karst structures are used as a starting point for man-made
underground structures and are expanded into larger underground structures.
Man-made underground structures result in open spaces that are completely surrounded by ‘pierre vivante’ (living stone) meaning that a tunnel made by digging a
large and deep trench that is subsequently covered, does not apply as a man-made
underground structure. Opencast quarries do not qualify either, because no traces
are left.
Underground structures all have one of more entrances. These entrances are usually
small and can easily be hidden giving it unique properties for man to use.
Several studies have been made to count the number of underground structures
(Wijngaarden 1967; Walschot 2002; Orbons 2005). Many of these studies run into
problems when it comes to defining the limits of an underground structure.
What is the definition of ‘one quarry’? The most basic underground structure has
one entrance with a couple of galleries behind the entrance. These galleries will

-

-

An underground quarry made in the 16th century and expanded in the
19th century, in both centuries for building stone. During these 3 centuries,
the extraction techniques have changed and the social situation under
which the quarrying took place is totally different. Do we define this as one
quarry or two?
A 17th century quarry was made for building stone using handsaws and 		
picks. During the 20th century the roofs and floors of the galleries were 		
removed with pneumatic drills and explosives not for building stone but
for chalk for lime burning. The walls are 17th century with 17th century
remains and the floors and ceilings bear 20th century tool marks and
remains. Do we define this as one quarry or two?
Two adjacent quarries from different ages meet somewhere in the middle
of the hill and form one larger system. The next generation quarrymen 		
expand the quarry, using both entrances. Do we define this as 1, 2 or even 3
quarries?

These examples show the complexity of defining ‘A quarry’. This publication
defines an underground structure as a series of underground galleries with one or
more entrances that have a common geography. This definition was used during
the 2002-2004 survey (Orbons 2005). The historical and technical diversity are not
part of the definition.
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Appendix 2: Overview of research to man-made underground
sites outside Mergelland region
The research of underground man-made mines and tunnels is part of the field of
Industrial Archaeology. In The Netherlands the Industrial Archaeology is mainly
concerned with old factories, railway lines but very little interest is paid to the man-made
underground in Mergelland. Mergelland is a very tiny part of The Netherlands and nowhere
in the Netherlands can any pre-1900 man-made underground structures be found.
In other countries there are more mines, quarries, tunnels and other man-made
underground structures.
In England the study of man-made mines and quarries is mainly in the hands of
local societies, very much like the Mergelland Studygroup Subterranean Limestonequarries (SOK). These local English studygroups cooperate in NAMHO (National
Association for Mining History Organizations) attached to the Peak District Mining
Museum. NAMHO produces a large series of publications and guidelines concerning research, mineral collections and safety and keeps links to museums, volunteer
organizations, publications and scientific organizations.
Quite a number of mines and quarries in Britain opened up for the public, being
run by local volunteer organisations with a small professional staff.
In England, the study for industrial archaeology is a well-established field of practice.
A recent study (Newman 2016) gives and extensive overview of underground mines
and quarries from Neolithic times to modern times with a chapter dedicated to archaeological research underground. But even this publication doesn’t mention any
listed underground mines or quarries as monuments.
Germany has a number of mines that are open to the public. These mines are run by
enthusiastic (volunteer) groups that do studies and publish about them, very much
like the English groups. In the German city of Bochum the Bergbaumuseum is very
active in promoting and carrying out studies about mines, from Neolithic mines to
modern mines. Its late director Professor Weisgerber published extensive studies of
underground archaeology.
In Germany the study of Montanarchaologie (mountain archaeology) is a subject that
can be studied at the University of München. It deals with the history and archaeology
of mining and is an interdisciplinary study. The German researcher Martin Strassburger
proposed a research method to study underground mines and quarries in his PhD thesis
(Strassburger 2015). He takes an integrated approach to study the history, the mineralogy and the archaeology of the mines in his study area. Previously most studies in the
underground were part of a geological, historical or other way singular study. In these
studies a chapter was added to describe the history of the mine or quarry but there was
seldom an interdisciplinary approach to the study of the quarry.
12
13

NAMHO website: http://www.namho.org/
Deutsches bergbau museum Bochum: http://www.bergbaumuseum.de/en/
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Recent studies focus on the interdisciplinary research by combining studies to
understand the whole process. It is a similar approach in the historical archaeology
where historical sources and archaeological sources are combined to further understand the area or era studied.
Strassburger sees the historical reference, the finds and the workings as the primary
sources of information. These include also oral history, aerial photographs and many
more sources that are generally used in a systematic archaeological prospecting.
Strassburger very clearly states that the surface structures are as important as the
underground structures. The workings have changed the landscape, changed the
surface (collapses, etc.) and added features to the landscapes (embankments, spoil
heaps, etc). The archaeological principles apply to excavations with the general dating
techniques. There should be a link between the underground and the above ground.
The method proposed by Strassburger perfectly matches with today’s Historical
Archaeological standard way of working where archaeological material sources and
historical written sources are combined with oral sources, geology, landscape and
any source of information to get an interdisciplinary vision of the location studied.
Also in France and Spain where the Rio Tinto museum (Willies 1997; Willies 2004)
offers an extensive archive, a museum and a site to see the copper and silver mining
and processing methods, dating from Pre-Roman to modern times.
Denmark has three limestone quarries open to the public, all on Jutland. The Monsted
and Daugdjerg site pay attention to the mining methods and the Thingback Kalkminer
has been transformed to an underground art-gallery.
Sweden has a couple of dozen
underground mines open to
the public. Many are mineral
mines and offer no
underground visits, at best a
mock-up. But some offer
underground visits with a
good explanation of the
geology, the mining and the
mineral processing.
UNESCO recognized the
Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape in 2006 as a world heritage landscape14 on the basis of the mining history.
The public, the regional, national and even the world heritage organization recognize the underground mines and quarries and other man-made underground sites
as valuable sites that has an archaeological component and need protection.
14

Unesco: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1215

Figure 60
Tykarpen
limestone mine
(Sweden).
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Appendix 4: Archaeology and history of the Mergelland region

Mergelland gets its name from Mergel, the local name for the limestone that can be
found in this region. Geologically the limestone is called calcaranite, limestone in
the shape of sandstone15. This perfectly describes the local limestone as it is a porous
grainy limestone. This limestone was formed in the Upper Cretaceous period
between 145.5 and 65.5 million years ago, when skeletal material from sea-animals
deposited a large layer of chalk in a shallow sea. Geological processes turned this
chalk into limestone (Felder WM/Bosch 2000). Geologically, this stone is termed
upper-cretaceous Maastrichtien. The limestone is not homogeneous throughout
the full stratigraphy. There are two main varieties.

In order to fully understand this study, some archaeological and historical facts
need to be pointed out. Therefore a very small summary of the archaeology and
history of Mergelland is given in this chapter.

The lower geological strata is the Gulpener formation. This is a soft, finely grained
limestone, it feels greasy rather than grainy to the touch. The upper layers of the
Gulpener formation are white with a multitude of bands with nodules of black to
blue flint (up to 20%). This limestone does not make for good building stone since
it weathers very poorly. Water and frost penetrate easily, flaking the stone. It is
therefore not suitable as a building stone. (ibidem, 50-70)
The upper geological stratigraphy is the Maastricht formation. There are two facies
for this layer, The Kunrader facies and the Maastricht facies.
In the east of the Mergelland region the Maastricht formation - Kunrader facies
consisting of hard and soft layers of a sandy and very grainy yellow limestone. This
limestone was mostly quarried for building stone in opencast quarries.
In the west of the Mergelland the Maastricht formation - Maastricht facies surfaces.
This is a fine- to course-grained limestone that has a light yellow colouring with
darker yellow/brown horizontal bands in it. This layer has 5-12% inclusions of light
grey to light brown flint. The facies is subdivided into horizons of homogenous limestone
with hardgrounds separating them. The homogenous layers of this limestone
make very good building stone. The grains of calcareous skeletal remains are glued
together with chalk, leaving a 30% porosity. The stone is a layered stone due to the
sedimentation that took place when the stone was formed on the seabed. Blocks
of this stone used for building purposes must be put in the same orientation of
horizontal layering otherwise the stone flakes and erodes very quickly. (Felder WM/
Bosch 2000, 71-92)

15

Definition of calcaranite: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcarenite

During the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic eras the area was under the influence of
the stadial and interstadial changes in the landscape. The area was not covered
in ice but it ranged from a bare polar desert to a temperate climate where human
hunter-gatherers could be found. The excavations by W. Roebroeks in the Belvedere
opencast quarry north of Maastricht in the 1980s offer a fine example of this. The
Palaeolithic people used the flint that could be found on the surface. This flint surfaced
with wind and water erosion processes. The archaeological implications of this are
discussed in detail in chapter 2.2.1.
The area had many settlements in the Neolithic period, and flint was mined (see
Chapter 2.2.1). There is no evidence of limestone being used in these times. There
is archaeological evidence that the settlements started in the valleys from which
the higher parts of the Mergelland were colonized for the first time in the Neolithic
period. After the Neolithic times people retracted from the plateau and it reforested.
Many Iron Age settlements can be found in this area, mainly in the valleys, so as the
higher areas were de-populated. No Celtic fields have been recorded but it is known
that the area was farmed extensively in the Iron Age and Roman periods (Deeben
et al. 2011, 37). Limestone was also used for agricultural purposes in these periods
(see Chapter 2.2.2)
In Roman times, many villas, roads and fortifications were constructed. Most
buildings were made of wattle and daub but foundations of buildings and walls of
high status buildings were made from limestone. The large 2nd century AD Roman
villa of Voerendaal was excavated in 1983-1987. At this site the foundations were
of local Maastricht-limestone using undressed blocks of stone (see Chapter 2.2.3)
(Zoetbrood 2005; Willems/Kooistra 1987, 144). In this period there was a second
colonization of the high grounds from the valleys (Deeben et al. 2011, 37)
In early medieval times the area returned to a largely agricultural landscape, with
the exception of several valley settlements, such as Maastricht and Meerssen. The
high grounds were de-populated once again (Hartmann 1986) Information on the
development of buildings in Maastricht and Meerssen is very sparse. Historical
sources report walls being build but these structures have yet to be traced (Theuws
2005, 95).
A major boom took place in construction and several underground workings were
opened up in the 11th century. Cities grew, and the villages in the valley of the Maas
and Geul once again began to exploit the hills, with the third and final colonization
of the higher plateau. The area had a complicated political history and changed
hands many times. The city of Maastricht built a city wall, along with monasteries
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and other large buildings. Other settlements in the Mergelland area also grew,
trying to get the status of a city (Eijsden, Valkenburg). Valkenburg did succeed in
becoming a city, with a city wall and a hill-castle. Eijsden reached the level of
proto-urban settlement but never managed to become a full grown city (Hall 2011).
The 19th century Mergelland had close ties with the German area around Aachen
and the Belgian area around Liege. Both of these prosperous former industrial areas
had iron works and coal mines. The Maas valley, more specifically, the Maastricht
area, underwent a major period of industrial growth. The first railway from Maastricht
in 1853 connected with Aachen in 1853, Hasselt in 1856, and Liege in 1861. The first
Dutch connection to Venlo was opened in 1865. Connections with the rest of the
Netherlands had to wait until 1913, but then the Mergelland economy was already
in decline, having been in trouble as early as 1880. From the end of the First World
War, Southern Limburg become more and more connected to the Netherlands.
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Appendix 5: Discovering the Rijckholt Flintmines
Marcel de Puydt was a Belgian university researcher at the end of the 19th century
and had an interest in archaeology. He had been surveying and prospecting in the
fields near Mons (Belgium) where the Spienne Neolithic flint mines were discovered.
This site was (and still is) a very extensive site of shafts and was recognised as an
industrial flint producing mining area (Engelen 1998, 7; Steehouwer 2000, 12-13)
After he moved to Liege, de Puydt discovered that the Rijckholt area was very similar
to the Mons area, and in 1884 he started prospecting in the Rijckholt-St Geertruid
area. He was very quickly successful and soon identified Rijckholt as an equally
large flint mining area. In the years following Puydt gathered together a group of
scientists who carried out several small excavations and produced several scientific
publications about the flint mining in Rijckholt in the years between 1885 and 1913.
In one of his publications (Puydt 1910, 11-14) he mentions the ‘Ateliers de fabrication’.
This 54 metre long and 34 metre wide area has 1.5 metre thick deposit of flint
debris, the result of centralised flint-knapping. De Puydt surveyed the surrounding
area but could not find a similar area with such a large amount of flint debris. At the
end of the 20th century, the theory that this ‘Grand Atelier’ was the central working
place was under discussion, but the fact remains that the area has a large amount of
flint debris that resulted from flint working in the near vicinity. De Puydt concluded
that the whole area can be considered an ‘agglomeration du plateau et industrie’;
an industrial agglomeration. He also concluded that on a spectrum of flint finds,
this distribution did not result from habitation, but was instead a pattern that had
been created by industrial production. The publications by De Puydt in the bulletin
of the Liege Archaeological Institute were distributed in exchange with the Dutch
Rijksmuseum Oudheden in Leiden (Ibidem, XXIII). The Rijckholt flint mining area was
studied and excavated by Belgian, German, English, French and local archaeologist.
Remarkable is the lack of interest from Dutch archaeological institutes, the Dutch
archaeologist did not pay much attention to these discoveries (Engelen 1998).
In the beginning of the twentieth century, another Belgian archaeologist, J. Hamal-Nandrin,
took over the excavations. He excavated some mines at the northern border of the flint
mining area. He opened a prehistoric mine, excavated it and proved that the feature
had been created by the
mining of flint. His work
continued until the 1950s
(Engelen 1998, 13-16).
In the 1920’s the French
Dominican monks from
the monastery in Rijckholt
started excavating in the
Schone Grub area (see
fig. 61) and produced
hundreds of flint axes and
antler axes. Nothing
remains from this enterprise

Figure 61
Dominican monks
excavating a flint
mine, March 1923.
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except a book with photographs (Bertrand 1929) donated to the owner of the Flint
mine, the Count de Geloes from Eijsden.

Appendix 6: Overview of research and publications carried out
until 2016

Only in 1922 did the site attract the attention of Dutch archaeologists due to the
work of W. van der Sleen, a Dutch enthusiastic field archaeologist (Steehouwer
2000, 34). Van der Sleen’s investigations started a long series of archaeological
excavations which culminated with the excavation of the Dutch Geological Society
between 1964 and 1972.

The oldest scientific publication concerning the underground limestone quarries
dates back to 1802 by the French geologist and traveler Barthelemy Faujas de SaintFond16. This study was already translated and published in Dutch in 1802 (Pasteur,
1802). This study details about geology and the fossils found in the underground
quarries in the decades before publication. The famous fossil of the Mosasaurus
was found in 1770 and caused a shift in scientific thinking concerning the creation
of the earth. Faujas de Saint-Fond was attached to the French Napoleonic army with
the task to get the fossil to Paris where it still is on display in the Muséum national
d’histoire naturelle17. His publication on the Sint Pietersberg contains a description
of the fossils found with drawings and maps. Some drawing are accurate, some are
pure fantasy.
In 1820 another French scientist from
the Napoleonic era visited Maastricht.
Jean Baptist Bory de Saint-Vincent18.
He was a naturalist and studied the
geology and the underground galleries.
He published a book (Bory de Saint
Vincent 1821) with maps (see fig. 62)
and drawings. The maps and drawings
show more detail (near photographic)
about the surface and the underground
than the maps and drawings by Faujas
de Saint-Fond. He describes the landscape, the underground and the, then
known, historical facts about the region.
His accounts are more accurate than the
previous study by Faujas de Sainte-Fond.
He identifies the geological processes
that formed the limestone and the flint.
Faujas de Saint-Fond still incorrectly
calls the limestone tufa.
Bory de Saint-Vincent also described
the Grande Entrée, the old entrance
close to the city of Maastricht. A detailed
drawing from his publication is included. This entrance collapsed in 1917 but some
photographs survived to prove that the drawing is very correct (see fig. 63).

Information on Faujas de Sainte-Fond: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barth%C3%A9lemy_Faujas_de_Saint-Fond
Information on the museum: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Museum_of_Natural_History_(France)
18
Information on Bory de Saint-Vincent: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Baptiste_Bory_de_Saint-Vincent
16
17

Figure 62 Map from
Bory de Saint-Vincent
on the surface of the
Castle Caestert with
the surface collapses
clearly marked.
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In 1977 a study group started, connected to the Natural History society. This
Studygroup Subterranean Limestonequarries (SOK) grew and now has 165 members (2017) and produces a magazine (SOK-Mededelingen) twice a year. So far 65
issues have been published with more than 290 articles from 98 different authors.
This master-study uses many of the articles published in this SOK-mededelingen
magazine.
The growing interest in the underground quarries resulted in several books getting
published concerning individual quarries or subjects studied. A good example of a
meticulous study of a quarry is the book by John Knubben with a full inventory of
the Geulhemmergroeve (Knubben 2008), but many other books have been published
recently.

Figure 63
Grand Entrée. Left
the drawing by Bory
de Saint Vincent
dating 1821. Right
a photograph from
+/- 191619  

In the beginning of the 20th century a natural history society started in Maastricht.
They started publishing a monthly magazine (Natuurhistorisch Maandblad20), still
running today with all kinds of articles about geology and nature. Early studies
dealt with the temperature in the underground galleries in relation to bats. In this
magazine articles still appear with studies where the underground quarries are part
of the research, sometimes geological, sometimes in relation to flora or fauna.
A local researcher, Willy Verster published a book in 1928 (Verster 1928) who
romantically writes about the underground. His descriptions are an inspiration for
many to take the underground seriously.
In the 1920s the engineer D.C. van Schaik started working at the Sint Pietersberg
to build a tunnel through the hill. He fell in love with the underground landscape
and produced a book on the Sint Pietersberg (Schaik 1938). He invited a number
of researchers to contribute to the publication, resulting in a book with a variety of
subjects including the history of the quarries.
Van Schaik continued his surveys and created the first topographically correct map of
the largest part of the Sint Pietersberg. He teamed up with mr. Dielis who had been
redrawing old inscriptions in parts of the Sint Pietersberg that were under thread of
open cast mining. D.C. van Schaik continued publishing booklets where he re-used
his previous studies, adding a little bit of information with every new publication.
From the 1960’s onwards, the interest in the underground grew. A number of local
study groups started and disappeared again. Private people started up study work,
mostly documentalistic with little scientific analyses. These studies are very valuable
for further research.
Photograph from: http://www.mestreechtersteerke.nl/pag-lagrandentree.htm
Monthly magazine can all be downloaded from: http://www.nhgl.nl/redactie/maandblad?dir=JSROOT\
openbaar\redactie\maandblad/Maandbladen&jsmall
				
fib=1&tab=downloaden
19

20

A scientific approach was made by Jacquo Silvertant who published several articles
in the SOK-Mededelingen and also made separate studies, mainly subject based, not
quarry based. He made a couple of publications on the history of the quarries in the
Second World War as German war factories (Silvertant 2011) but also made a couple
of articles and publications on medieval quarrying. He tried very hard to answer the
age old question where the oldest quarries were and how the technique worked. He
started a PhD study to get it all published but never managed to finish his PhD. In
2015 he published his pre-PhD thesis where he collects as much information from
early quarrying as possible (Silvertant 2015). Chapter 2.2.3 refers to his publication
numerous times.
Apart from the scientific publications, there are a number of publications in the genre
fiction where the quarries are a landscape. One of the oldest of a boys-book by E.
Heimans from around 1910 about a boy who traveled from Amsterdam to Australia
and stayed in Maastricht some time and became a guide for tourists in the Sint
Pietersberg. The author claims to have visited these places himself. This could be true
as his description of the quarries and attitudes are rather accurate (Heimans sd).
Another children’s book is the Suske en Wiske comic ‘De Jolige Joffer’ (Vandersteen
1991). The designers of the comics clearly visited the quarry they have drawn in this
book, closing in on
certain details like tool
marks, square pillars
and fossils (see fig. 64).

Figure 64
Children’s comic
featuring the
Gemeentegrot in
Valkenburg.
Translation:
‘Yikes, what a
labyrinth.
I better not get lost’.
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Appendix 7: Henkeput
The Henkeput, close to the prehistoric flint mine of Rijckholt, is the best documented
of the three known chalk mines (see fig. 65). The first description dates back to
1887 by C. Ubachs who studied the shaft together with E. Dubois, the famous Dutch
geologist who later discovered the Homo Erectus on Java21. The shaft has a diameter
of 1.5 metres and is about 12 metres deep. At the bottom of the shaft there is a large
cone of debris. And at the bottom of the shaft, to one side, a number of irregular
shaped chambers were found. The shaft and chambers have been cut,
this was clearly visible in the chisel marks on the walls. The marks are
similar to the tool marks as found in the Spienne Flint mine. At the
hillside next to the Henkeput an Abri can be found. This rock
shelter like structure is connected to the bottom of the Henkeput
through natural fractures in the chalk. Roman pottery and a large
number of animal and human bones were found in the debris cone
at the bottom of the Henkeput. These were found during 19th century
excavations but were lost during Second World War. The usage, date
and origin of this shaft and chambers remains unclear.

Figure 65
A shaft for
chalk extraction
(Henkeput).

The late 19th century researchers concluded that the shaft had been used
by Roman soldiers at the battle of Eburones, as described by Julius Caesar
in De Bello Gallico. (Felder PJ 1998, 143) The location of this battlefield
was never found so with some liberal interpretation, this shaft could be
connected to that battlefield, but no supporting evidence has been found. Another fantastic theory is that the shaft was made to bury the bodies of criminals in medieval times.
Once again, no evidence has been found to support for this local myth.
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cost effective to walk up a hill and to carry chalk downhill when you could simply
mine the chalk in the side of the valley without having to go up and down the hill.
The fields in the valleys have been in more or less continuous use from the Neolithic times up until the present day. So it seems likely that the chalk was used for
agriculture purposes somewhere else.
The flat plateaus had three waves of colonisation from the valley (Neolithic, Iron
Age/Roman and Medieval) as described in Appendix 4. During the colonisation
agriculture took place at the relatively flat higher grounds. This soil (loess) has to
be improved to create more yield and chalk is the preferred fertiliser as previously
indicated. As there are no valley sides with easily accessible chalk the farmers had
to collect the chalk from elsewhere. One option would have been to mine it at
the lower lying valley sides and to then transport it up onto the fields on the high
plateau. Maybe this took place but it surely would have been tough as large amounts
were needed to spread on the field. And secondly, if it took place, we can’t find any
archaeological evidence of these actions. Another option is to lower a shaft and to
then winch the chalk up. Digging a shaft through gravel is a lot of work but can be a
worthwhile investment if many buckets of chalk can be removed, especially in
comparison to the difficulty of carrying many buckets of chalk up a slippery valley
side. As this shaft sits on the side of the plateau, it does not interfere with ploughing
or other agricultural activities. Furthermore, the top layer of the gravel is the thinnest
close to the valley side.
My theory is that these sort of chalk mines can be found on edges or corners of the
flat higher grounds.

In the 19th century researchers concluded that the chalk was unsuitable for building
stone (Felder PJ 1989, 149). Several theories were brought forward. It was thought
that it could have been a flint mine. The shaft cuts through several layers of flint
but not through the best layers of flint to be used for tool making. These layers are
found just a fraction lower. The amount of flint would have been relatively small. It
is therefore unlikely that Henkeput was used as a flint mine.
A natural origin for the shaft was suspected and has been extensively studied, but
the tool marks in the chambers proved that the structure had at least been enlarged
by humans actively working underground.
The most widely accepted theory is that the Henkeput was used as a chalk mine (Felder
PJ 1989). My addition to this theory is the spatial logic of the location of the Henkeput.
This logic starts by checking the LIDAR elevation map of the area (see fig. 66) directly
around the Henkeput. It can be concluded that the shaft sits on the high flat plateau
with steep valley sides to the south and to the west. It sits more or less in the corner of
the higher flat area bordered by valley sides. Logic dictates that chalk from this high
positioned chalk mine was not used for the fields in the valleys. It is not logical nor
21

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eug%C3%A8ne_Dubois

Figure 66 LIDAR
data of the area
surrounding the
Henkeput
(AHN2 data)
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Figure 67
An account from
the steward of
Amstenrade.
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Appendix 8: Amstenrade castle

Appendix 9: Extend and inventories of the quarries

This castle was being restored and partly rebuilt in 1770. The steward visited all
the active quarries, probed the quality and prices of the stone and calculated the
transport costs. His detailed accountability to the owner of the castle gives us an
insight in the way building activities functioned in the 18th century (Orbons 1997).
The record (see fig. 67) shows that the steward decided to buy the ‘pierre de sable
de Sub’ (Sandstone from Sibbe) the village south of Valkenburg where stone is still
being quarried up to today.

In figure 70 a map is given with all the known man-made underground limestone
quarries. The area spreads over two countries, Belgium (Flanders and Walloon)
and the Netherlands. The quarries are spread in clusters. The most western cluster
is near the village of Vechmaal in Flanders. Next a cluster of quarries can be found
in the villages Val-Meer and Zichen-Zussen-Bolder in Flanders. The largest underground systems are found south of Maastricht in the Cannerberg and Sint Pietersberg crossing all three borders from The Netherlands, Flanders and Walloon.
Further to the east there are three clusters of many smaller quarries in the Savelsbos, Bemelen en Geulhem area. Valkenburg and Sibbe have the most eastern cluster
of quarries. These clusters consist of many quarries but outside these clusters,
some individual quarries can be found in the villages of the Mergelland. To the east
the quarries suddenly stop because of geological changes (see Appendix 3). The
southern and northern limits are well-defined because of the dipping geological
bed. This leaves a total area of forty kilometers in east-west direction and less than
ten kilometres in a north south direction.

This letter indicates that a deal
was struck with the widow
Kuijpers about the delivery of 50
block of building stone from the
Sibber quarry. In the Sibber quarry
the area that was quarried in 1779
is still accessible and on the walls
the inscription, as seen in figure
68, was found. The inscription
reads: ‘The Widow: 4 …., 4 Crows,
4 five francs, 10 five francs’. Was
the widow keeping her books here
for the blocks to be delivered to
the castle?

Figure 70
A location map
showing the location
of underground
man-made limestone
quarries.

Figure 68 (left)
An inscription in
Sibber quarry about
the widow.
Figure 69 (right)
An inscription in
Sibber quarry
about Pier Bruls.

A second location close to the location of the widow reads: ‘Moepers 5 carts, lac 4
carts, bruls from the castle 3 carts’ (see fig. 69). The letter from the steward reads
that Pier Bruls delivered 20 blocks of limestone to the castle.
It is not definitely sure that the widow and Pier Bruls are the same persons and the
writings in the quarry refer to the actions of the letter, but there is a big chance that
the letter and the writing describe the same actions. This shows that records and
quarry walls mirror each other’s story and complete it.

Several inventories of the quarries were made over time for many different purposes.
In 1967 Dr A. van Wijngaarden published a small booklet in the Rivon
series with a list of all the quarries known to him (Wijngaarden 1967).
This list was made for the bat counters to organise the annual bat countings.
Van Wijngaarden gave each quarry a number. These numbers are used up
to today by the bat counters.
A volunteer of the local study group SOK, Ed Stevenhagen, extended the
list by Van Wijngaarden and published his list of quarries on the Internet,
starting around 1997. He continued updating and extending this list22 until
he died in 2014.
In 1999 the council of Valkenburg decided to make an inventory of the
quarries on their grounds. They started with the largest quarries that were
of economic importance for tourism. The study was published in 2001
(Orbons 2001). There was no follow-up for the other quarries.

22

Quarry list by Ed Stevenhagen: http://web.inter.nl.net/hcc/Ed.Stevenhagen/groeven/index/inx_name.htm
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Luck Walschot has been working on a good inventory of the quarries for
many years and published a detailed book in which every quarry is
described with a map and a systematic survey of the values of the quarry
(Walschot 2002).
In 2005 a report was produced of all the entrances to the quarries, adding
even more quarries to the already long list (Orbons, 2005). This list was
made for a restauration project. Subsidies were found to improve the
landscapes and protect vulnerable places. From the list of entrances, a
priority was made which entrances needed restauration and about 100
entrances were restored in the following years.
The stone from the quarries was mainly
used locally. For the Belgian half of the
Mergelland, an extensive study was made
to survey the use of building stone
(Dreesen 2003, 135). The map of the
Limestone in the monuments (see fig. 71)
shows a clear local use plus a spread up
and down the local rivers.

Figure 71
The use of limestone
in monuments in
Belgian Limburg.

In the Netherlands the Mergelland
Limestone was used downstream from
the Maas in the Cathedrals in Utrecht and
Den Bosch and in the foundations of the
city walls in Nijmegen (Westreenen 1986;
Silvertant 2015).
Upstream from the Maas the stone did not go further than Liege. This city owned
the quarries of the Sint Pietersberg, now part of the city of Maastricht.
In the Netherlands in the pre-1800 era, building stone was sold through the so
called ‘Stone banks’ where producers of building stone offered stones and builders
bought the stone. These stonebanks kept archives. The Dutch stone banks mainly
traded German, Belgian or French stone. The Mergelland limestone was insignificant,
small and so soft that no skilled craftsmen were needed to work the stone.
Therefore the limestone blocks do not feature in these registers (Janse 1991, 9).

Appendix 10: Features relating to the underground quarries
In relation to underground quarries a number of features can be identified that are
relevant to the historic-archaeological study of these working

Entrances: Entrances can be ‘karrenweg’ (cart-road) entrances entering the
underground through a tunnel or opening in a valley side (see fig. 72). A second
option is a shaft entrance (see fig. 73). A hoist or capstan was used to lower materials
and people and to raise blocks. Sometimes a stair (graet after the latin ‘gradus’
meaning steps) was dug next to the shaft. These stairs were normally started after
the shaft reached the limestone and was dug upwards from below to the surface.
The villages Zichen, Zussen, Bolder, Val and Meer have dozens of these shaft entrances.

Figure 72
‘Karrenweg’
entrance
(Scheuldergroeve).

Figure 73
A Shaft and Graet
entrance winding
around the shaft.

Galleries: The galleries are the remains of the quarrying activities and are a major
source of information. The presence of these galleries and work faces have been a
source of conflict of ownership over the centuries. These conflicts are elaborately
described in some legal disputes and form a good study. An example are the ownership markings in Sint Pietersberg that were studied by Jos Cobben (Cobben 1997).
Figure 74 (left)
A map of Zonneberg
with markers to
indicate ownership
underground.
Figure 75 (right)
An example of a
gallery in the
underground
limestone quarry
at Zonneberg.
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Figure 76
Scharnderberg, IHS
religious drawing
from 1811.
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Writings: Many writing and inscriptions can be found on the walls. Most of the
walls are sawn, resulting in very smooth walls that are inviting to write on and to
engrave text into. These writings and engravings relate to quarrymen making notes,
to visitors writing their names, to people warning for danger or just for artistic
expressions. Some quarries have only a few inscriptions, maybe a couple dozen,
some quarries have dozens of inscriptions on a single meter stretch of gallery. It is
estimated that there is about 525 kilometres of galleries (Orbons 2009).
An unpublished inventory of all the relevant inscriptions in the Scharnderberg
resulted in 570 inscriptions. That quarry
has a length of 2.2 kilometres in total.
So this is 0.25 inscription for every metre
in length of a gallery. This quarry can be
taken as an average quarry. This would
mean that the Mergelland quarries all
together have over 130,000 inscriptions
on the walls. It is impossible to give a
summary of these inscriptions, these vary
extensively and are well published. Many
inscriptions are made by the local
people, the quarrymen, who were
partly illiterate or totally illiterate. Their
thoughts in poor language or in signs
is often the only insight into the lives of
normal people, this in contrast to the
archives.

•
•
•
•

Figure 77
A wall of inscriptions
in Zonneberg.

Top: Lacroixberg drawing of a quarryman, Zonneberg modern sculpture,
Gewandquarry engraving 1752.
Second: Lacroixberg gallow, Gewandquarry gun 17??, Zonneberg Calvery
1940, Zonneberg people 19th century.
Third: Zonneberg Chardoon growery 19th century, Zonneberg commercial
19th century, Gewandquarry gallow, Zonneberg St Sebastian memorial
1921.
Bottom: Heerderberg attack on Maastricht, Zonneberg 1781 writing,
Lacroixberg 1799 warning.

Figure 78
Writings,
inscriptions and
drawings.
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Figure 79
Toolmarks from a
chisel and the sootmarks from oil lamps
on the the ceiling of
the Zonneberg quarry.

Toolmarks: The quarrying and transport left marks on the walls and ceilings. The

Figure 81
Cart axes marks
on the walls in the
Lemmekeskoel.

chisel, axes and saws left their
marks but also the soot marks of
the oils lamps show the method of working. From these tool
marks the direction of exploitation can be determined. At connections between exploitations,
the chronology of
exploitation can be studied.
In the picture of figure 79, it is
visible that this part of the quarry
was mined in 1839.

Transport marks: Quarrymen used carts and oxen to transport the blocks from the
workface to the entrance. Sometimes discarded horseshoes can be found. The carts
leave many very recognizable traces. At first the loading platforms are normally only
two holes in the floor to lower the loading floor of the cart to the same level as the
floor of the gallery for easy loading of limestone blocks (see fig. 80). Another type
of transport marks are the axis-grooves at the corners of pillars as seen in figure 81.

Finds: Everywhere people live and work, they leave materials behind. The archaeologist
collects these as artefacts. In the underground limestone galleries it is exactly the
same. Finds are left on the floors, but more often in fillings on the floors. Quarries
have numerous ledges and they form a wealthy source of finds. In 1985 a counterfeiting
mint was found in the Vallenbergh dating back to 1577. The finds included some
lost coins, including the under- and upper-coin stamp, two candlesticks and two
fireplaces with charcoal, all buried in the floor (Bochman 1985, 29).
Some quarries have internal shafts and the bottom of these shafts have a wealth of
archaeological evidence.

Figure 80
Loading platform
in the Gemeentegrot
Valkenburg.
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Surface structures: An often forgotten aspect of the quarries are the above-ground
structures. These normally relate to transport in and out of the quarry and processing
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Appendix 11 Tunnels in the Mergelland area
Railway tunnels
Only one railway tunnel has been made in the limestone. The Geertunnel (see fig.
31) was created in 1915-1917 as part of the Montzenroute by the German army to
connect the harbor of Antwerp to the Ruhrdistrict, avoiding the neutral Dutch
territories23. This tunnel was made with standard German tunneling techniques and
was fully lined with concrete. It is not included in this study.

Road tunnels
Several road tunnels were considered over the ages but none were ever build. Only
one road tunnel in Valkenburg was started
with a pilot tunnel (see fig. 83). This tunnel
was planned to relief the centre of Valkenburg
from heavy and intensive car and lorry traffic.

Figure 82
A limestone block
being replaced.

stone from the quarry and storage of materials. A fine example of a long overlooked
phenomenon are the sling gutters at the Caester quarry (Silvertant 2015) that were
used in medieval times to get the quarried blocks from the entrance high up on the
valley side down to the level of the boats in the river.

Buildings from the quarry: The quarries would not be there if stone was not used for
buildings. There is a clear interaction between the
quarrymen and the masons who shape the blocks
into building blocks and build the houses with the
blocks. In a way the houses are the photo-positive of
the quarries that can be compared to a photo-negative, talking in today’s nearly forgotten film-cameras. Today the masons use the stone mainly for
restorations. Studying this process is very helpful. In
1987 the medieval Pancratius church in Heerlen was
restored. Parts of the walls were made in local limestone and bad blocks were replace by new blocks.
This process was completely photographed during
all the stages (see fig. 82).

Archives: Archives are also a good source of
information. Quarries were economically important, so disputes often broke out over
the right of quarrying in certain areas. Abbeys gave out leases to quarry and this was
also put down in writing. Sometimes these texts survived and can be studied. A good
example of a study to combine fieldwork with archival research is the study of the Geulhemmergroeve by John Knubben (Knubben 2008). The names written on the walls were
connected to the genealogy of the village. Quarrying leases were traced in archives and
bills and secondary uses were traced back to the people who carried them out.

Figure 83
A map of a proposed
tunnel. The blue
dotted line is the
blocked route. The
solid blue line is the
proposed new route.
The orange are is the
projected tunnel.
The red lines are the
pilot tunnels made.

The engineering of this pilot tunnel started in
the 1930s to connect the cities of Heerlen and
Maastricht. The economic growth after the war
gave engineering a boost and a pilot-tunnel
was started in the 1950s. This pilot tunnel ran
into engineering difficulties, however, when
they hit large areas of collapsed limestone and
the tunnel project was put on hold.
In the 1970s a motorway was constructed north
of Valkenburg to connect Maastricht and Heerlen
so the need for this tunnel was no longer present.
The tunnel was never build and the pilot-tunnel
is now in use as a bat-reserve (unpublished notes
from Valkenburg archive dossier of this tunnel).
What is interesting about this pilot-tunnel is that it
is one of the only places where original coalmining stempels, props and other tunneling
materials can be found in situ. The construction
of this pilot-tunnel took place at the height of the
coal-mining industry in Heerlen at about 15 kilometres to the east of Valkenburg. These coal mines
were closed in the 1970s and all the knowledge of
coalmining is lost in either flooding or completely
demolished in a very successful attempt to eradicate
the coal mining industries from the Heerlen area,
very much like Newcastle-upon-Tyne has very few
remains of it coalmining industries. Nowadays you really have to ‘take coals to Newcastle’.
23

Montzenroute: https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Montzenroute

Figure 84
The collapsed pilot
tunnel.
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Transport tunnels

Figure 85
Van Schaïktunnel.

There are a wide variety of transport tunnels, tunnels specially made to transport
materials from one side of the hill to the other side. All of
these tunnels have links to the limestone quarries, either
opencast or underground and for some reason it was
essential to have a tunnel to transport the minerals. An
example is the Van Schaiktunnel in the Sint Pietersberg
near Maastricht (see fig. 85), constructed in 1928. This
tunnel is closely related to an opencast quarry at the west
side of the St Pietersberg hill. The minerals quarried in
this opencast quarry had to be transported to the cement
works and river-harbour facilities at the eastside of the
same hill, so crossing the highest point of the hill. In
the 1920’s an overhead cable car system was built but
that didn’t function very well. There was still the plan
to construct Maastricht airport on top of the hill and a
cable-car across a landing strip was not very helpful for
safely landing planes. This airport eventually was never
build. Moving the minerals by lorry around the hill meant
crossing the city of Maastricht with extensive habitation.
This was considered too dangerous and polluting. A third
option was to use the medieval galleries of the man-made
underground quarry inside the hill as a transport route.
Opening an entrance on both the east and the west side
could make a transport route. After surveying the
underground quarry galleries, it was concluded that only parts of the galleries could
be used but a separate tunnel had to be dug to connect both sides of the hill. This
tunnel ran a narrow-gauge rail link until just before the Second World War. After
the quarry moved from the west side of the hill to the east side, the tunnel was
abandoned. The tunnel had a secondary use as a war-safe for Dutch pieces of art
during the Second World War (Rembrandt Night-watch was stored here for 4 years
during the Second World War) and after the war it was converted into an atomic
shelter in the 1970’s to 1990’s.

Canal construction tunnels
In the 1930’s a canal was constructed to connect the industries of Liege to the
harbor of Antwerp. This canal had to cut through two limestone hills. The building company used an already well known and old (Pre-roman) method for canal
cutting through hills. At first a tunnel is dug on the line of the canal with a number
of shafts from the tunnel to the surface. Then a railway line is installed in the tunnel
and the canal cutting is dug from the top by nibbling away the hill and dropping the
debris down the shafts. The railways will transport the debris. Most of the tunnels
and traces of these workings have disappeared as the construction of the canal has
removed them. The result is a canal with all the tunnels and shafts and railways
gone. The canal was finished early 1930’s and widened at the end of the 1970’s, but
to the sides of the canal, a large number of traces can still be found (see fig. 86). A
1.6 kilometer long double transport tunnel, some secondary tunnels with switches
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underground and some embankments above ground still remain, ready for future
archaeologists (Breuls 2010).
Figure 86
Underground tunnel
as a remainder of the
canal construction
tunnels. Bifurcation
of tunnels for train
switching.
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- Maps underground limestone quarries: Joep Orbons + multitude of
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Software used for mapmaking and analyses:
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